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Abstract

The project had its background in the desire to provide a virtual training environment for 
teachers in which they can exercise their non-verbal communication (e.g. gestures and 
orientation) with students. Prior to this project, the development of the training environment 
had led up to a visualisation system for a 3D virtual classroom with virtual students and a 
motion recognition system for capturing and recognising the user's movements. For such a 
training environment to be useful however, the virtual students need to express believable 
human behaviour. This report covers the implementation of human behaviour in the agents 
embodied in the visualisation system using the BDI-based Jason multi-agent simulation 
platform with further inspiration taken from the OCEAN personality theory, the OCC theory 
of emotions and the PMFserv cognitive architecture. It also covers the results of an 
experiment that was conducted to evaluate the system. During this experiment, 16 test persons 
were introduced to two different teaching scenarios and were asked to fill in a questionnaire 
about their experience after each scenario. 

Sammanfattning
Projektet hade sin bakgrund i önskan att tillhandahålla en virtuell träningsmiljö för lärare där 
de kan öva på sin icke-verbala kommunikation med elever. Före det här projektet hade 
utvecklingen av träningsmiljön lett fram till ett visualiserings-system för ett tredimensionellt 
virtuellt klassrum med animerade karaktärer samt ett system för upptagning och igenkänning 
av användarens rörelser. För att en sådan träningsmiljö skall vara användbar krävs dock att de 
virtuella studenterna uppvisar ett trovärdigt mänskligt beteende. Den här rapporten avhandlar 
implementationen av mänskligt beteende i agenterna förkroppsligade i visualiserings-
systemet. För detta ändamål användes det BDI-baserade multi-agent-systemet Jason 
tillsammans med inspiration från personlighetsteorin OCEAN, affektionsteorin OCC och 
beteendearkitekturen PMFserv. Rapporten avhandlar även resultatet av ett experiment som 
utfördes för att utvärdera systemet. I experimentet blev 16 testpersoner introducerade för två 
olika lärar-scenarion, varpå de, för var och en av dessa scenarion, fyllde i en enkät om deras 
upplevelse.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
The project had its background in the desire to provide a virtual training environment for 
teachers in which they can exercise their non-verbal communication (e.g. gestures and 
orientation) with students. The training environment was to consist of a 3D virtual world (the 
classroom) filled with AI agents (the students) with different behaviours and a motion 
recognition system for handling the user's movements. Using agents instead of real people 
offers benefits such as the teacher not having to feel intimidated by the potential 
consequences of his or her actions in the classroom. In [1] the authors describe 3D virtual 
worlds as environments with considerable potential in education due to their unique 
characteristics, which include:

• Perception of mental and physical presence – a person immersed in a virtual 
environment may feel a type of mental and physical presence akin to that felt in the 
real world (definition: when the term presence is used in this report, it pertains to the 
feeling of being immersed in a virtual environment. In this sense, the emotional 
response from a person introduced to a virtual environment might serve as a 
measurement).

• Adaptability – the virtual environment can be adapted to fill certain needs. In the case 
of the virtual classroom there is the possibility of implementing several different 
scenarios that may arise in a real classroom.

Thus the above mentioned application, in which a person is presented with a virtual classroom 
with virtual characters, was considered potentially useful. Indeed, these types of applications 
already existed before this project. One example is TeachLivE, developed at the University of 
Central Florida. It consists of a 3D virtual environment with simulated students. Its purpose is 
to help teachers develop their pedagogical skills [2]. Though in TeachLivE the students are 
not intelligent agents, but avatars controlled by professional actors [3]. However, the approach 
of using professional actors to control avatars somewhat defeats the purpose of not using real 
life students. The teacher may still feel intimidated, and therefore limited, when exercising.

Another similar field in which the virtual environment technology has found its use is the 
field of therapy. Some of the studies performed concern the use of virtual environments in the 
treatment of glossophobia (fear of public speaking). Two of those studies were particularly 
interesting for the project. In [4] the authors discussed the possibility of designing a realistic 
virtual audience based on observations of the behaviour of a real life audience. The audience 
analysed was from an undergraduate seminar and consisted of 18 men and women. The 
observation data in the report was based on frequencies of social cues in the real audience, 
involving facial expressions and gestures. The results from this data showed that the studied 
audience tended to be neutral to positive.

In [5] the authors sought to test the efficiency of virtual environments concerning the 
“presence response” - the perceived level of presence while interacting with the virtual 
environment. Ideally the perceived level of presence should be equal to that of the real world. 
One interesting conclusion was that even with a low level of representational and behavioural 
fidelity in the virtual agents, the presence response was quite high. From this the conclusion 
was drawn that even with simple means one can produce an effective virtual training 
environment.
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1.2 Project
The project consisted of two parts. The first part was aimed at surveying different theories on 
human behaviour, emotion and personality and to learn about different architectures derived 
from theories from cognitive science. The second part was aimed at using one of those 
architectures and, if necessary, several of the theories on human behaviour, emotion and 
personality to model the behaviour of the virtual students and embed the behaviour in the 
virtual classroom system (see Figure 1). After the implementation was done, the results were 
to be evaluated.

In accordance with their respective behaviours, the intelligent agents should be able to react to 
the non-verbal gestures of other agents and the human teacher. The final application was to 
consist of a display, a motion capture system, a human teacher and the interactive intelligent 
agents in the 3D virtual environment. See Figure 1 for an overview of the system.

Figure 1: An overview of the virtual classroom system as a collection of use cases illustrating  
the interactions between the different subsystems and the human user.
The movement recognition and visualisation subsystems were already implemented before the 
project started, the main objective revolved around the implementation of human behaviour in 
the characters embodied in the virtual environment. This task required the use of a Multi-
Agent System (MAS, red square in Figure 1) to handle the back-end part of the agents' 
behaviour, since the virtual audience consisted of multiple agents that needed to be able to 
interact with each other as well as with the human teacher. At first, the system was configured 
to use SeSAm as the MAS. However, this was later changed to Jason (see Chapter 3). 

There were a limited number of animations available in the visualisation system (see 
Appendix A1) and a limited number of movements recognisable in the movement recognition 
system (see Appendix A2). It was out of scope for this thesis to create new animations or 
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program the rules for recognising new gestures.

1.3 Objective
As described earlier, one motivation for the project was to provide a training environment for 
teachers without the need for involving real human students. The benefits of such an 
application include the user being able to focus on interacting with the students without 
having to consider the consequences of his or her actions, since the students are agents rather 
than real people. In addition, a virtual environment can be adapted to fill certain needs and to 
model several different training scenarios. Another motivation for the project was the current 
scarcity of such applications (for a more extensive discussion of the potential usefulness of 
the application, see Section 7.3). 

With this background, the goal of the project was to simulate an audience based on 
scientifically grounded models and by doing so provide a useful virtual training environment 
for teachers. If time allowed, the virtual training environment was to be evaluated by test 
persons in order to get quantitative data on its usefulness. Since the developed system was 
meant as a training environment for teachers, it was considered important for the students' 
behaviour to be as human-like as possible in order to provide the user with a realistic 
experience. The human-like aspects considered were the reaction time, the individual 
variation, the global variation and the overall realism of the virtual students' behaviour.

1.4 Requirements
• The behaviour models to be developed were to perform adequately in respect to

• groundedness (the model should be grounded in an established cognitive 
architecture, rather than being ad hoc), see Chapter 2 for an overview of the 
cognitive architectures considered in this project.

• realistic reaction time (the reaction time of the agents to actions performed by the 
user or other agents should be realistically long)

• individual variation (a measure of how much variation an agent demonstrates in its 
actions)

• heterogeneity between agents (a measure of how much variation is demonstrated 
between all the agents) 

• realism (the agents display appropriate emotions and reacts in a believable way to 
different events)

• presence (a measure of to what extent the agent behaviours contribute to how 
immersed the user feels in the virtual classroom)

• The implementation of the behavioural models was to be done in a robust way 
including following coding conventions.

• If there was time for it, the evaluation of the behavioural performance was to be made 
by unbiased test persons.

1.5 Outline
Chapter 2 covers the background research of several different theories on human behaviour, 
emotion and personality and architectures based on theories from cognitive science. This 
chapter also covers the choice of which theories and what architecture to include in the 
succeeding implementation. Chapter 3 handles the methods and tools – e.g. what hardware 
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and software were used in the project. Chapter 4 covers the implementation of human 
behaviour in the embodied agents. Chapter 5 deals with the results in terms of a description of 
the final system. Chapter 6 covers the evaluation experiment and its results and is followed by 
a discussion of the project in retrospect in Chapter 7. 
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2 Background
There were many established theories on human behaviour, emotion and personality and 
relevant architectures – more or less useful for the project in terms of implementability – to 
choose from or to use as sources of inspiration. Below follow descriptions of some well-
known architectures from cognitive science and complementary theories that were considered 
in the project. Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 describe theories pertaining to human personality 
and emotion. These can be seen as complementary in the sense that the mentioned 
architectures often don't take them into consideration. However, these complementary theories 
are necessary in modelling believable behaviour. Section 2.3 gives the most prominent 
examples of cognitive architectures – ACT-R, Soar and PMFserv – and also covers the BDI 
architecture sprung from folk psychology. Lastly, Section 2.4 is an account of the choice of 
which theories and which architecture to use for the implementation.

2.1 The five-factor model (OCEAN)
A source for the behavioural heterogeneity between the agents could be the implementation of 
different personalities. The five-factor model [6] theorises that there are five basic traits 
constituting the human personality:

• Openness to Experience – pertains to traits such as originality, curiosity, independence 
and preference for variety.  

• Conscientiousness – pertains to an individual's dutifulness and thoroughness in 
carrying out his/her undertakings. It is described in terms like reliability, emotional 
stability and ambitiousness.

• Extraversion – pertains to traits such as sociability, talkativeness and friendliness. 
Sociability is said to be the core, but it is important to point out that it is not 
necessarily the case that a sociable person is liked by others. 

• Agreeableness – pertains to the tendency to trust and get along with other people. Its 
negative pole is antagonism. 

• Neuroticism – pertains to the tendency to experience negative emotions. It can be 
described in terms such as nervousness, insecurity and vulnerability.

Research has shown that the relevance of these factors are culturally independent [7]. 

2.2 OCC model of emotions
Another source for the behavioural heterogeneity between the agents, but also the individual 
behavioural variation of an agent could be the implementation of emotions. The OCC model 
[8] was developed by and named after Ortony, Clore and Collins and describes 22 categories 
of emotions and the process through which these emotions are generated. The model theorises 
that these emotions are results from mental reactions to events, actions and objects. Events 
and actions can refer to the agent itself or to another agent and objects refer to objects in the 
environment. The emotional outcome of a situation is determined by knowledge structures 
and intensity variables (see Figure 2).

• The outcome of the consequences of events sub-tree depends on the agent's goals and 
the desirability of the event. For example, the event of being given food contributes to 
the goal of staying alive and is more desirable when an agent is hungry.

• The outcome of the actions of agents sub-tree depends on the agent's standards and 
praise-worthiness. For example, the action of handing out food is more praise-worthy 
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if it is believed that the agent performing that action is itself hungry. 

• The outcome of aspects of objects sub-tree depends on the agent's attitudes and 
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appealingness. For example, an apple is more or less appealing depending on whether 
or not the agent likes apples.

2.3 Cognitive architectures and BDI
Cognitive architectures [9] theorises about what is common in all of human cognition, which 
often include

• memory (short-term and long-term),

• data structures that represents the contents of said memories,

• reasoning mechanisms that use said structures and learning mechanisms that modify 
them.

The notion of a computer architecture [10] may serve as an analogy for better understanding. 
A computer architecture may be used to run several different types of applications, such as a 
word processor. An application can in turn perform several different tasks, such as composing 
different kinds of documents in the case of the word processor. Hence a computer architecture 
is often not designed for a specific application, one of its strengths is its generality. This is 
also the case for a cognitive architecture – it is domain-independent. It produces behaviour 
first after it is presented with domain-specific content. 

The following sections handle some prominent examples of cognitive architectures and the 
BDI architecture. Section 2.3.1, Section 2.3.2 and Section 2.3.3 deal with the cognitive 
architectures ACT-R, Soar and PMFserv respectively. Lastly, the BDI architecture is 
explained in Section 2.3.4. The BDI architecture is not a cognitive architecture, hence the 
separation made in the name of Section 2.3.

2.3.1 ACT-R
The ACT-R (Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational) cognitive architecture [13] is an 
integration of several distinct cognitive functions. It consists of modules, buffers and a pattern 
matcher. The buffers and modules have been mapped to different parts of the human brain. 
[14]

• The perceptual-motor modules handles interactions with the environment.

• The declarative memory module contains facts about the environment.

• The procedural memory module contains knowledge about how to perform a task. 

Each module (except for the procedural memory module) updates a buffer. The data residing 
in the buffers at a given time constitutes the current state to which the pattern matcher aims to 
find a corresponding production rule. ACT-R is at its core a production system – it analyses 
the contents in its buffers, which represents short-term memory, and applies relevant 
production rules to guide behaviour. Each production is assigned a dynamic utility value 
based on the experienced probability of success and the time it takes to achieve the goal given 
that production. Correspondingly, the structures in the declarative memory are retrieved in a 
way that is based on their past usage. Each structure has a base activation value that 
determines the likelihood of retrieval. This mechanism is related to the ACT-R way of 
learning, in which the utility values of the productions and the base activation values of the 
structures in declarative memory are updated to refine the behaviour. See Figure 3 for an 
overview of the ACT-R modules.
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2.3.2 Soar
Like ACT-R, Soar [10] is a cognitive architecture. Thus, it is both a theory on human 
cognition and a domain-independent platform on which one may model domain-specific 
human behaviour. 

In Soar, behaviour is reflected by movement through problem spaces. The result of its 
reasoning is the application of an operator to a state, which yields a new state. There are two 
types of memory modules – Working Memory (WM) and Long Term Memory (LTM). LTM 
consists of procedural memory (describing how a task is performed), declarative memory 
(facts about the world) and episodic memory (memories of events). Procedural memory is 
encoded using if-then structures (productions). WM on the other hand contains only 
information that is relevant to the task at hand. It gets this information from the perception 
module and the LTM. See Figure 4 for an overview of the Soar memory modules. The 
decision cycle used in Soar is divided into five phases.

• The input phase signifies the creation of new elements in WM based on incoming 
percepts.

• The elaboration phase signifies the matching of WM elements to the if-parts in 
procedural memory. If a rule matches, that rule fires. When there are no rules left to be 
fired the decision phase commences.

• The decision phase signifies the choice of an operator produced in the preceding 
elaboration phase. If there is more than one such operator to choose from, the model 
reaches an “impasse” (i.e. there are no preference rules in procedural memory 
supplying a solution to the tie). An impasse causes the Soar agent to retrieve relevant 
memories from the episodic memory or declarative memory that might apply to the 
current situation. The solution to an impasse yields a new rule in procedural memory 
so as to prevent future problems of the same kind when in the same situation. Such a 
rule is called a chunk and the creation of a chunk is called chunking, the main learning 
mechanism in Soar. The impasses initiate sub-goals with its own problem spaces.

• The application phase signifies the application of the chosen operator to the current 
state, yielding a new state.

12
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• The output phase signifies the physical action taken as a result of the operator 
application.

2.3.3 PMFserv
PMFserv is, among other things, used in the field of Human Terrain (HT) analysis – 
specifically in the profiling of individuals in different ethnic groups and factions. The “human 
terrain” is a military term that pertains to the social and political properties of a human 
population. The simulation and analysis of the human terrain is meant to aid in military 
operations in foreign countries [15] . 

Aside from the perception-motor and memory modules, the architecture consists of the 
following subsystems (see Figure 5):

• Biology/stress

• Decision making

• Personality, culture, emotion

• Social module

The biology/stress module consists of a series of PMFs (Performance Moderator Functions) 
aimed at modelling the impact of physiological factors and stress on decision-making and 
perception. The physiological status is determined by metaphorical tanks representing sleep, 
nutrition and other relevant physiological needs. These tanks have an effect on the overall 
integrated stress, which in turn determines a coping style.

The personality, culture, emotion module assigns utility values to applicable actions. The 
utility value is described as a “gut-feeling” derived from an aggregation of separate emotions. 
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These emotions are, in turn, calculated by measuring to what degree the different applicable 
actions are consistent with the character's cultural and personal values. Those values are 
represented in GSP (Goals, Standards, Preferences) trees. Goals are described as short-term 
needs, standards as moral restrictions and preferences as long-term wishes. The nodes in the 
tree have relative weights that determine the importance of that goal, standard or preference. 
The dynamics of emotions are based on the OCC model described in Section 2.2.

The social module retains and updates information about the agent's relationships with other 
agents and objects, including the type and strength of the relationship. The social module has 
an impact on the personality, culture, emotion module – an agent's emotional reaction depends 
on its relationship with the source of the reaction.

The decision making module is where the information from other modules is processed to 
make a decision to stay or leave the current cognitive state. [16]

2.3.4 The BDI architecture
The belief-desire-intention architecture suggests that practical reasoning is based on three 
basic modules – Beliefs, Intentions and Desires. The basic idea is that reasoning is done in 
terms of what the agent already knows or believes to be true (Beliefs), long-term goals it 
wishes to achieve (Desires) and short-term goals that it is in the middle of achieving 
(Intentions).[11]  

BDI is based on the philosopher Michael Bratman's theory of practical reasoning (practical 
reasoning is action directed, it is concerned with finding out what actions to take). The basic 
assumption is that practical reasoning consists of deliberation and means-ends reasoning. 
Deliberation is the process of thinking about what an agent wants to achieve (intentions). 
Means-ends reasoning is the process of choosing how to act in order to fulfil intentions.

14
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Intentions have four main properties. Firstly, they imply action - if a person intends on 
achieving something he or she takes action to fulfil that intention. Intentions are so called pro-
attitudes - they drive actions. Secondly, they are persistent - an intention will not be dropped 
unless it is deemed impossible or irrelevant. Thirdly, they constrain future practical reasoning 
in that they limit the set of action options to those that are consistent with the current 
intention. Lastly, intentions are adopted in accordance with beliefs about the future. A person 
will not intend on doing something that he or she deems impossible based on what is known 
about the future.

Means-end reasoning is also known as planning. A planning system starts from 
representations of a goal, beliefs and available actions to produce a plan aimed at achieving 
the goal. A plan describes a sequence of actions that, given a certain state of the environment, 
will reach a goal. [12, pp. 15-20]

2.4 Choice of architecture and theories
In the end, the choice of which theories to use in the implementation was made by estimating 
their suitability in regard to what behaviour should and could be expressed in the simulation 
system. As for what behaviour should be expressed, the following behavioural properties were 
sought after (based on the requirements in Section 1.4):

• The agent behaviour should be flexible in the sense that the same stimulus could result 
in different actions.

• The agent behaviour should be heterogeneous in the sense that different students act 
differently when exposed to the same stimulus.

• The agent behaviour should be realistic in the sense that the agents appear to act 
believable. 

As for what behaviour could be expressed, the restrictions came from the set of available 
animations implemented in the visualisation system (see Appendix A1). In light of these 
expressive limitations, the cognitive architectures described above, namely ACT-R and Soar, 
were deemed too advanced. They seek to unify multiple parts of cognition and thus they 
include aspects that were not needed for the project, such as advanced learning algorithms. 
The BDI software model was chosen instead to define the agents. To accommodate for the 
desired properties mentioned above (flexibility, heterogeneity and realism) the decision was 
made to integrate a simplified form of the OCC model of emotions and the OCEAN 
personality model. Inspiration was taken from the PMFserv architecture, above all from the 
stress module. In PMFserv, there are several types of stress factors that integrates into one 
integrated stress value. The integrated stress value corresponds to a certain coping style (a 
“behaviour mode”) that drives the agent's reasoning. In the student behaviour implementation, 
actions were chosen based on a contentment value reflecting the student's contentment with 
actions and events. Those actions, in turn, produced a new contentment level. In PMFserv, the 
personality, culture, emotion module measures actions against a GSP-tree, which produces an 
emotional “gut-feeling” about that action (or rather the resulting state). Each student were 
given a personality based on the five personality traits from the OCEAN personality model. In 
essence, the theories used – as inspiration or as a whole – were BDI, OCC, OCEAN (five-
factor model) and PMFserv.

Considering that the BDI architecture was chosen for the behaviour implementation, a BDI 
specific platform was deemed more suitable than the originally planned multi-agent 
simulation system SeSAm [17]. Jason was chosen on account of it being available Open 
Source and programmable in Java [18].
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3 Methods and tools
No specific engineering method was applied during the project. However, the work was done 
in a systematic manner following the plan in the project specification. A meeting with the 
supervisor was planned for each week. The first five weeks (week 14 to week 18) were used 
to learn about the different theories and architectures described in Chapter 2 and write about 
them in the report. During week 17 and 18 the Jason multi-agent system was integrated with 
the visualisation system and the motion recognition system and an initial student behaviour 
design was created. This design was used to make a first model, which was demonstrated to 
the supervisor in week 20. The first model was not satisfactory, hence two refinement 
iterations followed:

– week 20 – a new student behaviour design was created that was much more intuitive.

– week 21 – a demonstration of the new model was made to the supervisor, who 
provided feedback. The feedback was taken into account for a final refinement of the 
model before the evaluation experiment.

The virtual classroom system was evaluated on Tuesday, May 26, 2015 (week 22). The 
evaluation was done by conducting an experiment – 16 test persons were, one by one, 
introduced to two different teaching scenarios. Scenario 1 involved the test person being idle 
for five minutes while observing how the virtual students reacted to his or her inactivity. 
Scenario 2 involved the test person interacting with the students using a set of given 
movements. After each scenario, the test person was asked to fill in a questionnaire about his 
or her experience with the virtual classroom.

3.1 Jason
For implementing the BDI agents, the choice was made to make use of the Jason project. 
Jason is an interpreter for the AgentSpeak language, or rather, an extended version of 
AgentSpeak designed to improve the programming of BDI agents in multi-agent systems (see 
Appendix B for the EBNF grammar for the Jason version of AgentSpeak). It is implemented 
in Java and offers opportunities for user-customisation using Java code.

The Jason agent language is built on the notions of beliefs, goals, and plans. [12, pp. 31-58] 
The following sections will cover some parts of the Jason multi-agent platform relevant to this 
project. No former Jason knowledge is expected from the reader, hence the below description 
is rather extensive.

3.1.1 The Jason version of AgentSpeak
Beliefs [12, pp. 32-40] are kept in the agent's Belief Base (BB). In accordance with logical 
programming, a belief can be represented by a predicate describing a property of an object or 
an individual. For example, the predicate angry(jason) is a representation of the fact that 
the person referred to by the term  jason is angry. More terms can be added in a predicate to 
describe relationships between objects or individuals. In addition to predicates, there are so 
called structures. Syntactically, structures are the same as predicates. However, there is a 
semantic difference; as predicates are boolean functions that can either be true or false, 
structures are used to hold general information about an entity. A structure has a functor and 
potentially arguments. For example, one could describe a faculty member at a university by 
stating facultyMember(“jason johnson”, yearsEmployed(17)). 

Atoms – terms used to logically represent an entity – start with a lower-case letter whereas 
variables start with an upper-case letter. A variable is initially uninstantiated, but can be 
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assigned a value through unification – a process based on substituting symbols to solve 
logical equations. For example, jason is an atom and Jason is a variable.

The beliefs in the BB can be extended with annotations which have the form of literals 
enclosed in brackets. One predefined such annotation is source(X), which provides 
information about where the belief originated. The X can be either percept (in which case the 
belief originated from a percept of the environment), the name of another agent or self (in 
which case the belief originated from the agent itself). In addition to source(X), one can 
define customised annotations. For example, the belief paidRent(lisa)
[source(lisa), expires(newMonth)] means that it is believed that Lisa has paid 
her rent, that this information came from Lisa herself and that this belief expires come a new 
month. The annotation expires(newMonth) has no meaning to the Jason interpreter, but 
can be used in customised belief revision functions; there are some standard Jason functions 
written in Java that can be overridden in order to let the user handle the different beliefs and 
their annotations. Considering the above example, the annotation expires(newMonth) 
can be used to remove the belief paidRent(lisa) when the belief newMonth is added to 
the belief base.

Another type of logical structure used in the BB are rules – a means to infer new information 
from old knowledge. The following rule states that if an item costs less money than the 
amount that you own, you can afford it.
afford(Item) :- 

cost(Item, Price) & 
capital(Capital) &
Price < Capital.

In Jason there are two kinds of goals [12, pp. 40-41] – achievement goals and test goals. An 
achievement goal is something that the agent can achieve by performing internal or external 
actions. Syntactically, an achievement goal is denoted by an exclamation mark '!' (as in 
!at(school)). The second type of goals, the test goals, is denoted by a question mark '?'. A 
test goal queries the belief base to see if the belief in question exists and, in that case, what 
value is associated with it. For example, the test goal ?at(Loc)will query the belief base for 
the belief at(Loc) and if it exists unify the term with  Loc. So, in the case that the agent is 
at school, Loc will take on the value of school. The value of Loc can then be used later in 
the same plan.

A plan consists of a triggering event, a context and a body [12, pp. 41-58]. The first two parts, 
the triggering event and the context, constitutes the head of the plan.
triggering_event : context ← body
The triggering event is created whenever a change is made to the BB or the goals of the agent. 
A belief or a goal can be either deleted or added (see Figure 6 for the syntactical form of a 
triggering event). For example, +angry(joe)[source(joe)]is the event generated 
when the agent is told by Joe that Joe is angry. All plans associated with a certain triggering 
event are called relevant plans when that event occurs.

Worth mentioning is that a plan in Jason doesn't have to be associated with a goal, as is the 
case in its use in artificial intelligence. Rather, Jason plans are associated with events. An 
event can be the adoption of a goal, but also a revision of the belief base.
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Figure 6: An overview of the syntactical form of a triggering event.
The context is used to determine under what circumstances a plan is feasible. It has the form 
of a boolean formulae. When a plan is chosen for execution, the context is unified with the 
BB and if it evaluates to true, the plan is considered applicable for execution. There might be 
many applicable plans for a certain event – a customised plan selection function can be 
defined to deal with this impasse. A context might look something like at(mailBox) & 
has(letter) for an event like +!postLetter. In that case, the head of the plan would 
have the following appearance:
+!postLetter : at(mailBox) & has(letter)
The plan body is the sequence of actions (but also other things such as the adoption of goals 
and addition/deletion of beliefs) that the agent will perform in reaction to the triggering event. 
The actions may include:

− Internal actions, mental actions that has no effect on the environment. In Jason, there 
are some predefined internal actions, denoted with a dot '.', e.g. .send which sends a 
message to another agent. Custom internal actions may be defined by the programmer 
in Java and they must return a boolean value indicating whether the action was 
executed correctly.

− External actions, actions that are performed on the environment and that may modify 
it in some way. External actions are defined by the programmer in Java and must 
return a boolean value indicating whether the action was executed correctly.

Using the “post letter” example above, a complete plan could have the following appearance.
+!postLetter : at(mailBox) & on(letter, ground)

← pickUp(letter); (external action)

?has(letter); (test goal)

putInSlot(letter). (external action)

The example above does not take a plan failure [12, pp. 86-93] into account. There are three 
ways in which a plan might fail.
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• An achievement goal has no applicable or relevant plans. This type of failure occurs 
when a sub-goal is generated while executing a plan, but there are no applicable or 
relevant plans for that sub-goal.

• A test goal fails. A test goal fails to retrieve a certain belief from the BB. The plan 
failure is due to the fact that test goals are often conditions on which further execution 
of a plan depends.

• An action fails. An action, either internal or environmental, returns negative execution 
feedback. This is interpreted as an action failure, and hence the plan where that action 
appears fails.

A plan failure will generate an event that may trigger the selection of another plan. A dropped 
achievement goal generates the event -!goal and a failed test goal generates the event -?
goal. 

3.1.2 Definition of agent types
An agent type is defined in a file with the .asl file extension. See Appendix B for the EBNF 
grammar of the Jason Agent Language. The agent definition is divided into three parts.

• Initial beliefs and rules are the beliefs and the logical rules that the agent is given at 
the start of the simulation.

• Initial goals are the goals that the agent is given at the start of the simulation.

• Plans are the plans constituting the plan library of the agent at the start of the 
simulation.

An example agent definition file is shown below. It defines a student that stands up from a 
seated position.
/* Initial beliefs and rules */
posture(sit).
mood(good) :-

contentment(Contentment) &
Contentment > 75.

contentment(100).
/* Initial goals */
!standUp.
/* Plans */
+!standUp : true

<- standUp;
-+posture(stand);
.print("Stood up...").

3.1.3 Configuration of the multi-agent system
In a Jason project there is a configuration file with the file extension .mas2j (MAS stands for 
Multi-Agent System). This file is used to set-up the multi-agent system and has the following 
structure (note that this is not an exact description of the configuration language as would be 
provided in a Backus-Naur-form or Extended Backus-Naur-form grammar – it is meant to 
provide a quick overview):
MAS <MAS_ID> {

infrastructure: <INFRASTRUCTURE_OPTION>
environment: <ENVIRONMENT_CLASS>
agents: 

<AGENT_NAME> agentClass <AGENT_CLASS> 
agentArchClass <AGENT_ARCHITECTURE_CLASS>
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#<NUMBER_OF_AGENTS_OF_THIS_TYPE>;
aslSourcePath: <AGENT_FILES_SOURCE_PATH>;

}

• <MAS_ID> is the name given to the multi-agent system.

• <INFRASTRUCTURE_OPTION> can be either Centralised or Saci. 
Centralised is chosen if the MAS needs to be run on one machine only and Saci if the 
MAS needs to be run on different machines over a network.

• <ENVIRONMENT_CLASS> is the class representing the environment. This class 
extends the default Environment class.

• <AGENT_TYPE_NAME> is the name of the agent language file defining the agent 
type.

• <AGENT_CLASS> is the class representing the agent type. This class extends the 
default Agent class.

• <AGENT_ARCHITECTURE_CLASS> is the class representing the agent 
architecture. This class extends the default AgArch class.

• <NUMBER_OF_AGENTS_OF_THIS_TYPE> is a number determining how many 
instances should be made of the agent type <AGENT_TYPE_NAME>.

• <AGENT_FILES_SOURCE_PATH> is the relative path to the agent language source 
files (.asl).

There may be many agent types stated under the agents: keyword, separated by a 
semicolon. An example configuration file is shown below.
MAS classroom {

infrastructure: Centralised
environment: customenvironment.Classroom
agents: 

student agentClass agent.Student 
agentArchClass agent.StudentArchitecture #25;
teacher agentClass agent.Teacher 
agentArchClass agent.TeacherArchitecture #1; 

aslSourcePath: "src/asl";
}

The above configuration file describes a classroom with 25 students and a teacher.

3.1.4 Customised environments
The environment [19] is one of many customisable components. A customised environment is 
represented in a class that extends Jason's predefined Environment class. An agent interacts 
through the environment through external actions. Syntactically they are expressed with a 
functor and a list of arguments – such as dig(3) which could be the action of digging a 3 
metre deep hole. The semantic difference between an internal action and an external action is 
their impact on the environment. As the names suggest, internal actions are actions that don't 
change the state of the environment, while external actions do.

To handle percept removal and addition, the following predefined methods are at the user's 
disposal:

• addPercept(Literal literal) adds literal to a global list of percepts so 
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that all agents will perceive it.

• addPercept(String name, Literal literal) adds literal to the 
list of percepts of the specific agent with the name name.

• removePercept( Literal literal) removes literal from the global list of 
percepts.

• removePercept(String name, Literal literal) removes literal 
from the  list of percepts of the specific agent with the name name.

The Jason Environment class lets the user override a method with the following signature:
boolean executeAction(String,Structure)
This method is the starting point of the external action execution. It takes as arguments the 
name of the agent about to execute an external action and the Jason structure representing the 
action call (recall that a structure is built up by a functor and potentially arguments). Finally, 
the executeAction returns a boolean value indicating whether the action was performed 
correctly. The actual code for the external action is written by the user, it might be code for 
controlling the agents actuators so as to modify a physical environment.

See below for an implementation of the situation where an agent makes an action call to dig a 
3 metre deep hole in the ground. The percept of there being a hole in the ground is forwarded 
to all the other agents in the system (that for simplicity are assumed to be nearby and 
therefore able to perceive the hole). The first definition file is for the digger agent, who just 
prints a message to the console and digs a hole:
/* File “digger.asl” */
/* Initial beliefs and rules */
/* Initial goals */
!dig(3).
/* Plans */
+!dig(Depth) : true

<- .print("Digging a hole of depth ", Depth, ".");
dig(Depth). /* external action call */

The second definition is for the roamer agent, who – when perceiving a hole – prints that 
information out to the console.
/* File “roamer.asl” */
/* Initial beliefs and rules */
/* Initial goals */
/* Plans */
+hole(Depth)[source(percept)] : true

<- .print("Perceived a hole with depth ", Depth, 
". Better stay away!"). /* internal action call */

The customised environment class, MyEnvironment, calls the actual code for performing 
the external action.
import jason.asSyntax.Literal;
import jason.asSyntax.Structure;
import jason.environment.Environment;

public class MyEnvironment extends Environment {
public MyEnvironment() {

//add initial percepts etc.
}
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@Override
public boolean executeAction(String agentName, Structure action) {

boolean result = false;
if (action.getFunctor().equals("dig")) {

//get the first argument.
int depth = Integer.parseInt(action.getTerm(0).toString());
result = ExternalActions.dig(agentName, depth);
//add percept.
addPercept(Literal.parseLiteral("hole(" + depth + ")"));

}
return result;

}
}

As seen in the executeAction a call is made to the method dig(String,int) in the 
class ExternalActions.
public class ExternalActions {

public static boolean dig(String agentName, int depth) {
//dig, dig...
return true;

}
}

In a simulation run with three roamers and one digger, the following output could be seen on 
the console:

[digger] Digging a hole of depth 3.

[roamer1] Perceived a hole with depth 3. Better stay away!

[roamer2] Perceived a hole with depth 3. Better stay away!

[roamer3] Perceived a hole with depth 3. Better stay away!

3.1.5 Customised internal actions
In the example in Section 3.1.4, the predefined internal action .print was used, which 
prints a message to the console. In addition to the predefined internal actions, the user can 
define his or her own internal actions [19]. These actions should be organised in user-defined 
libraries and must extend the DefaultInternalAction class. Calling a user-defined 
internal action is achieved by stating <LIBRARY_NAME>.<ACTION_NAME>, an example 
being iactions.sum(25,25,Result) – an internal action that puts the value 50 in the 
Result variable. Below an implementation of this internal action is shown with comments.
package iactions;

import jason.asSemantics.*;
import jason.asSyntax.*;

public class sum extends DefaultInternalAction {
//the execution code
@Override

    public Object execute(TransitionSystem ts, Unifier un,
Term[] args) throws Exception {
//convert arguments
int first = Integer.parseInt(args[0].toString());

        int second = Integer.parseInt(args[1].toString());
//unify the provided variable with the sum

        un.unifies(args[2], 
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new NumberTermImpl(first+second));
//all went well, return true.

        return true;
    }
}

3.1.6 The Agent and AgArch classes
The classes representing the agent and the agent architecture can also be customised [19]. 
However, if they are not, the default methods from the Jason Agent and AgArch classes will 
be used. A customised agent class must extend Agent and a customised agent architecture 
class must correspondingly extend AgArch. 

The most interesting customisable methods in the Agent class are the selection methods. 
These are:

• Event selectEvent(Queue<Event> events) takes as argument the queue 
of available events and returns the event from that queue that is to be acted upon next. 
In the default implementation the first event in the queue is removed and returned.

• Option selectOption(List<Option> options) takes as argument a list 
of available options (plans) for handling an event and returns the one that is to be 
attended to. In the default implementation, the plan that appears first in the agent 
definition code will be removed and returned.

• Message selectMessage(Queue<Message> messages) takes as 
argument the queue of available messages from other agents (see Section 3.1.7) and 
returns the message that is to be attended to in the current reasoning cycle. In the 
default implementation, the first message in the queue is returned and removed.

• Intention selectIntention(Queue<Intention> intentions) takes 
as argument the agent's queue of intentions and returns the intention that is to be 
advanced further in the current reasoning cycle. In the default implementation, the first 
intention in the queue is returned and removed and after execution it is inserted at the 
end of the queue.

The agent architecture class is meant to work as an interface between the agent and the 
outside world. It, among other things, dictates how the agent perceives its environment:

• List<Literal> perceive() returns a list of percepts that will be made 
available to the agent. In the default implementations, all the percepts from the 
environment are returned. The list can be modified to simulate imperfect perception.

3.1.7 Direct agent communication
Agents can elicit information not only from the environment, but from other agents as well. 
This is achieved by performing the predefined internal actions .send and .broadcast 
[20].

The .send action takes the following arguments:

• receiver – the name of the receiving agent or a list of receiving agents.

• mode – an atom stating the purpose of the message, such as ask, answer, tell, achieve.

• message – a literal constituting the message.

• answer – if the the purpose for the communication is to ask something, this is the term 
that will hold the answer. This argument is optional.
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• timeout – the maximum amount of time in milliseconds that the agent will wait for for 
an ask answer. This argument is optional.

The modes most often used in the implementation described later in this report are achieve 
and tell. For instance, if an agent “florist” wants to tell another agent, “carpenter”, that it is 
located at the flower shop, the following internal action call is made: .send(carpenter, 
tell, at(florist, flowerShop)). The belief at(florist, flowerShop)
[source(florist)] is then added to the carpenter's belief base and the event 
+at(Agent, Location)[source(Source)] is generated for the carpenter agent. If 
the agent “florist” wants another agent, e.g. the “carpenter”, to achieve something, such as 
building a garden shed, the following internal action call is made: .send(carpenter, 
achieve, buildFor(florist, gardenShed)). On the carpenter's side, the event 
+!buildFor(Agent, Building) is generated and the carpenter can act if there is a 
relevant and applicable plan for that event.

The .broadcast action takes as arguments a mode and a message and sends that message 
to all other agents in the society.

3.2 Additional Tools
The simulation system, as it was configured at the start of the project, consisted of three 
subsystems – a visualisation system built with the Horde3D game engine, a motion capture 
system (Microsoft Kinect) and a multi-agent simulation system (SeSAm). As described in 
Section 1.2, the previously developed models implemented in SeSAm were too simple and 
the objective of this project was to replace them. For this purpose, SeSAm was replaced by 
Jason. The visualisation  and motion capture subsystems were black boxes – the 
communication between them and the multi-agent simulation system occurred by sending 
strings over a TCP socket connection. For creating an object in the visualisation system, a 
string with the following structure had to be sent:
NewObjectID , Model , PositionX , PositionY , PositionZ , 
RotationY 
For modifying an existing object in the classroom a string with the following structure had to 
be sent:
AgentID , PositionX , PositionY , PositionZ , RotationY , 
PrimaryAnimation , SecondaryAnimation , AnimationWeight , 
AnimationSpeed , AnimationLength , FacialExpression , 
FacialExpressionWeight , LookAtTarget ,TextToSpeechSentence , 
TextToSpeechVolume , TextToSpeechVoice , SoundFile , 
SoundVolume
The communication with the motion recognition system was similar. It sent strings with the 
following structure:
Orientation ; Position ; Posture ; PointingDirection ; Gesture
See Appendix A1 for an overview of the possible animations for the students and Appendix 
A2 for the possible variable values of the string from the motion recognition system.

Considering that the project was focused on implementing believable behaviour in the virtual 
students, the visualisation and motion capture subsystems were not modified. However, they 
were written in Microsoft Visual Studio and had to be run under Microsoft Windows. Other 
software components used include the Windows drivers for the Kinect sensor and the 
OpenAL and OpenNI APIs.
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3.3 Other resourses
The Microsoft Xbox 360 Kinect sensor was used to capture the user's movements. Since the 
Kinect sensor has a proprietary plug, a USB adapter was needed to connect it to a PC (Section 
3.2 covers the software components needed for the connection to work). Only the motion 
sensor was used since the interaction between the user and the virtual students was non-
verbal.

Another resource was the test persons used in the evaluation experiment.
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4 Implementation

4.1 Connecting Jason to the visualisation system
As stated in Section 3.2, the communication with the visualisation system consisted of 
sending strings over a TCP socket. The visualisation system acted as the client by connecting 
to port 2345 on the local machine when started. Hence, the task of connecting Jason to the 
visualisation system came down to creating a server on the local machine listening on port 
2345. The relevant classes are shown in Figure 7.

When starting the Jason multi-agent simulation, the domain-specific environment class, 
ClassroomEnvironment, is initiated using the init method. This method instantiates 
the model field, which is of type ClassroomModel. The classroom model represents the 
state of the classroom, along with methods for interfacing with the visualisation system 
(sending socket information). See Section 4.2.2 for a more detailed description of this class. 
In the constructor for ClassroomModel, the server listening on port 2345 is set up and 
started. 
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4.2 Interfacing Jason with the visualisation system
Three main model classes were written to represent the state of the classroom, students and 
teacher respectively. See Figure 8 for an UML diagram showing the model classes.

The following sections will handle the StudentModel and ClassroomModel classes. 
AgentModel has been excluded due to the fact that it only has one field, String name, 
and accessors for that field. TeacherModel is just an empty extension of  AgentModel 
and is therefore also excluded.

4.2.1 The StudentModel class
Below follow descriptions of a selection of the fields that are present in this class. The 
methods consist only of accessors and are therefore excluded.

• posX:double, posY:double, posZ:double and angle:double constitutes 
the current spatial state of the student.

• currentStatusAnimation:String is the name of the current status animation 
(See Appendix A1 for an overview of those names).

• currentGesture:String is the name of the current secondary animation. (See 
Appendix A1 for an overview of those names).

• currentFacialExpression:String is the name of the current facial 
expression.

• currentFocusPoint:String is the name of the object that the student is 
currently looking at.
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• leftNeighbor:String is the name of the student sitting to the left.

• rightNeighbor:String is the name of the student sitting to the right.

4.2.2 The ClassroomModel class
Below follow descriptions of a selection of the fields and methods that are present in this 
class.

• agentModels:HashMap<String,AgentModel> is a hash-map mapping an 
agent name to its model representation.

• server:AnimationServer is the server connecting to the visualisation system.

• initialPosX:double is the x-coordinate in the 3D environment from which the 
positioning of the students will start.

• posX:double is the x-coordinate in the 3D environment at which the next student 
will be positioned.

• posY:double is the y-coordinate in the 3D environment at which the next student 
will be positioned.

• posZ:double is the z-coordinate in the 3D environment at which the next student 
will be positioned.

• studentsPerRow:int is the number of students making up one row.

• studentAvatars:ArrayList<String> is a container for all the different 
types of appearances that the students can take on.

• ClassroomModel(double,double,double,int) is the constructor taking 
as arguments the values for initialPosX, posY, posZ and studentsPerRow.

• getAgentModelByName(String):AgentModel takes as argument the name 
of an agent and returns the agent model to which it is mapped.

• getRightNeighbor(String):String takes as argument an agent name (a 
student name in this case) and looks for an agent model in agentModel that has a 
posX and posZ value such that it is the right neighbour of the agent with the 
provided name. The name of the neighbour is then returned.

• getLeftNeighbor(String):String does the same as above, but finds the left 
neighbour instead.

• assignNeighbors():boolean initialises the leftNeighbor and 
rightNeighbor fields of the student agent models in agentModels. This 
method calls getRightNeighbor(String) and 
getLeftNeighbor(String) to find the neighbours. If a neighbour is not found, 
that neighbour is initialised with the string “none”.

The rest of the methods are implementations of actions that a student agent can take and so 
they return a boolean value indicating whether the action was performed correctly (the call of 
those methods are triggered by external action calls in the Jason agent definition files, as 
explained in Section 3.1.4). They all take at least one argument; the agent name. These 
methods include:

• facial expressions – these methods take as arguments the agent name and a facial 
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expression weight. They all have the appearance of 
express<State>(String,double):boolean where <State> can be Joy, 
Surprise, Disgust, Anger, Sadness, Fear or Neutrality. Facial 
expressions changes the state of the student (the StudentModel fields) 
appropriately and returns a boolean value indicating whether the action was performed 
correctly.

• spatial actions – includes methods for changing a student's position and angle. 
rotate(String,double) takes as arguments the agent name and the angle at 
which it will be directed. 
changePos<Coordinate>(String,double):boolean, where 
<coordinate> can be either X, Y or Z, takes as arguments the agent name and the 
offset from the current position in the direction of the coordinate axis. Spatial actions 
changes the state of the student (the StudentModel fields) appropriately.

• lookAt actions – includes methods for changing the student's focus point. There are 
specialised methods for looking at a specific target, like 
lookAtRightNeighbor(String):boolean. There is also a more generic 
method, lookAt(String,String):boolean which, aside from the agent's own 
name, takes as argument the target object's name. 

• animations – includes methods for all the status animations and gestures outlined in 
Appendix A1. They have names that are similar to the animation names in Appendix 
A1, such as shakeFinger(String agentName, int nRepetitions) and 
checkWatch(String agentName, int nRepetitions).

The methods described above make use of a private function with the following appearance:
private void animate(StudentModel studentModel,

double posX,
double posY,
double posZ,
double angle,
String statusAnimation,
String gesture,
int animationWeight,
int animationSpeed,
int animationLength,
String facialExpression,
double facialExpressionWeight,
String focusPoint,
boolean setIdle)

Most of the arguments are quite self-explanatory. They constitute the information that are to 
be sent to the visualisation system (See Section 3.2 for more information). 

The initialisation of the agents inside the 3D environment is done using the method 
initializeAgentModel(String,String):boolean. It takes as arguments the 
agent name and the name of a type (“Student” or “Teacher”). Depending on the type, the 
appropriate data is sent to the visualisation system. The classroom model keeps track of where 
each student, teacher and other object should be positioned using the position fields. This 
method also initialises an agent model with the state data available at the time of initialisation 
and puts that agent model in agentModels. The overall initialisation phase is explained in 
more detail in Section 4.4.
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4.2.3 From agent action to visualisation
When an agent makes a call to an external action, that action will go through the 
executeAction(String,Structure):boolean method in the customised 
environment class. This method then calls the code for that action using the environment's 
instance of the ClassroomModel class. 
public boolean executeAction(String agentName, Structure action) {

boolean result = false;
//for action ”initialize”
if (action.getFunctor().equals("initialize")) {

String agentType = action.getTerm(0).toString();
//call corresponding method in ClassModel
result = model.initializeAgentModel(agentName, agentType);

}
else if (action.getFunctor().equals("shakeFinger")) {

int nReps = Integer.parseInt(action.getTerm(0).toString());
result = model.shakeFinger(agentName, nReps);

}
else if //other actions
//...
return result;

}

4.3 Connecting Jason to the motion recognition system
As stated in Section 3.2, the communication with the motion recognition system also 
consisted of sending strings over a TCP socket. The motion recognition system acted as a 
server in this case, listening on port 1111. Hence, the task of connecting Jason to the motion 
recognition system came down to creating a client connecting to port 1111 on a specified 
machine. The motion recognition system was run on its own machine to reduce the workload 
of the machine running the visualisation system and the multi-agent simulation (Jason). See 
Figure 9 for a UML representation of the KinectClient class.

The connection to the motion recognition server was established through a user-defined 
internal action of the teacher agent called 
iactions.connectToKinectServer(host,portNr). See Section 4.4.3 for a 
closer look at the teacher agent.

4.4 The initializer, activityMonitor and teacher agent

4.4.1 The initializer agent
The initializer agent has the sole purpose of initialising the other agents. Its only initial goal is 
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!initialize. This goal adoption generates the triggering event +!initialize at which 
the initializer acts as is shown in Figure 10.

4.4.2 The activityMonitor agent
Another simple agent is the activityMonitor. Its sole purpose is to keep track of the time (in 
seconds) that the teacher agent has been inactive. It starts out with the initial belief 
timeSinceTeacherActive(0). When the initializer agent tells the activityMonitor 
agent to start its timer it acts as is shown in Figure 11. 

4.4.3 The teacher agent
The teacher agent acts in the agent society on behalf of the human teacher. When the 
initializer tells it to connect to, and read from, the Kinect server it does so by invoking two 
internal actions – iactions.connectToKinectServer(host, portNr) and 
iactions.readFromKinectServer. When invoking the latter, a reader thread is 
created that continuously reads from the socket and adds all the distinct parts of the received 
strings (see Appendix A2) to the belief base.

• orientation(X)
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Figure 10: A flowchart showing the workings of the initializer.



• position(X)
• posture(X)
• pointingDirection(X)
• gesture(X)

A belief addition generates an event. The teacher agent acts upon all these events by telling 
the activityMonitor that it (the teacher agent) is active by invoking 
.send(activityMonitor, tell, teacherActive). A subset of all those events 
also sends information to the students, telling them what the teacher has done. The decision of 
what events (gestures of the human teacher) were to be in this subset, and therefore being able 
to be registered by the students, depended on the accuracy of the motion recognition system. 
It had a hard time recognising some of the available movements found in Appendix A1. The 
movements that could be registered by the students were:

• gesture(holdEars) – the teacher invokes 
.send(Students,tell,teacherGesture(holdEars))

• gesture(silence) – the teacher invokes 
.send(Students,tell,teacherGesture(silence))

• gesture(clap) – the teacher invokes 
.send(Students,tell,teacherGesture(clap))

• gesture(wagFinger) – the teacher invokes 
.send(Students,tell,teacherGesture(wagFinger))

• orientation(front)– the teacher invokes 
.send(Students,tell,teacherOrientation(front))

• orientation(back)– the teacher invokes 
.send(Students,tell,teacherOrientation(back))
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4.5 The student agents
Appendix C1 to C8 list all the plans of the eight different student types as they are written in 
the agent definition files.

As for the general design of the agent behaviour, inspiration was taken from

• OCC theory of emotions in that the students has a contentment level that indicates 
their contentment with the situation. This contentment level is decreased or increased 
depending on the actions of other students and the teacher or events such as the 
teacher being inactive.

• OCEAN personality theory in that, the different personality types modelled for the 
students reflects a negative or positive pole of the five personality traits described in 
OCEAN. 

• The timid student type is on the negative pole of extraversion.
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Figure 11: A flowchart showing the workings of the activityMonitor.



• The extravert student type is on the positive pole of extraversion.

• The hostile student type is on the negative pole of agreeableness.

• The nervous student type is on the positive pole of neuroticism.

• PMFserv in that the students actions are driven by an integrated value, their 
contentment. In the PMFserv case, the analogue integrated value is the integrated 
stress.

The BDI architecture was used as the base for modelling the agents. See Figure 12 for an 
overview of the student agent design.

The best way to describe the student agents' behaviour is to discuss their reactions to certain 
events. Therefore the below sections will list the relevant triggering events and what the 
agents will do when presented with each of those events. To avoid bloating of the text by 
inserting too much code, the plans will be explained on a more abstracted level. The reader is 
referred to Appendix C1 to C8 for more details. For similar agent types, only the reactions 
that differ between the agents will be described.

There are some common initial beliefs and plans among all the agent types. The common 
initial beliefs are:

• contentment(X) – the initial contentment level.

• mood(Mood) – Mood is determined by a rule and is connected to the contentment 
level (see Table 1).
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Figure 12: An overview of the student agent design.



Contentment level Mood
>75 best
<=75 & >50 better
<=50 & >25 worse
<=25 worst

• posture(sit) – the initial posture.

• otherStudents(L) – the list L is determined by a rule that unifies it with a list of 
all the other student agent names.

The common plans were:

• +!modifyContentment(X) – the agent modifies its contentment level by adding 
the value X.

• Plans for making sure that the contentment level does not go above 100 or below 0.

4.5.1 The timid agent type
The timid agent type has plans for the following events (see Appendix C1):

• +spokenTo[source(Source)] – the agent looks at the source with an 
indifferent facial expression, looks at the paper on the table and then crosses its arms. 
Contentment is increased by 25.

•  +teacherInactive(Time) – when the teacher has been inactive for some time, 
then if the agent's contentment is above 50, it will sit and write and then cross its arms. 
If the agent's contentment is below or equal to 50, it will make a thinking gesture 
while looking at the paper in front of it.

• +teacherOrientation(front) – the agent looks at the camera with an 
indifferent facial expression.

• +teacherGesture(clap) – if the agent's contentment is above 50, it will look at 
its right neighbour, then look straight forward while crossing its arms. Contentment is 
increased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(silence) – the agent looks at the teacher with an indifferent 
facial expression. Contentment is decreased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(wagFinger) or +teacherGesture(holdEars) – 
contentment is decreased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(holdEars) – contentment is decreased by 25.

4.5.2 The nervous agent type
The nervous agent type has plans for the following events (see Appendix C2):

• +spokenTo[source(Source)] – the agent looks at the source with an anxious 
facial expression, then looks back at the teacher. Contentment is increased by 25.

• +hitWithObject – the agent scratches the back of its head while looking down at 
the paper with a surprised look. Contentment is decreased by 25.
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Table 1: The contentment values and their corresponding mood.



• +teacherInactive(Time) – depending on how long the teacher has been 
inactive, the agent looks around it with with an anxious expression.

• +teacherGesture(clap) – if the contentment level is above 50, the agent will 
look around it with a sad expression. If the contentment level is below 50, the agent 
will scratch its head in confusion. Contentment is increased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(silence) – the agent will be turning its head in a fast pace 
but end up looking at the teacher. Contentment is decreased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(wagFinger) – if the contentment is above 50, the agent will 
point at itself with a surprised look, so as to take the blame. If contentment is below 
50, it will turn its head in a nervous fashion. Contentment is decreased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(holdEars) – the agent looks surprised while looking at its 
neighbour, so as to display shock over the teachers irrational behaviour. Contentment 
is decreased by 25.

4.5.3 The first hostile type
The first hostile type has plans for the following events (see Appendix C3):

• +hit[source(Source)] – if the contentment level is above 50, the agent looks 
at the source with an angry expression and points its finger. If the contentment level is 
below 50 and above 25, the agent stands up and faces the source while making an 
angry gesture with both hands and notifies it (the source) that it has been confronted. 
If the contentment level is below 25, the agent looks at the source with an angry 
expression. Contentment is decreased by 25.

• +nudged1[source(Source)] – the agent looks at the source and then, with a 
joyful facial expression, looks at an agent in the front row that is about to have 
something thrown at it.

• +nudged3[source(Source)] – the agent looks at the source with an angry 
facial expression.

• +doMischief1[source(Source)] – the agent has been told by Source to 
throw something at the teacher. It stands up and makes a throwing gesture.

• +doMischief2[source(Source)] – the agent has been told by Source to do 
some mischief. It stands up and makes a drinking gesture at the teacher.

• +teacherInactive(Time) – if the teacher has been inactive for a longer time, 
the agent stands up with its hands on its hips and mocks the other students.

• +teacherOrientation(front) – the agent looks at the teacher with an angry 
facial expression. Being hostile, the contentment level is decreased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(clap) – the agent looks at the teacher with an expression of 
disgust while crossing its arms. Contentment is increased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(silence) – if the agent is content it looks at the teacher 
with a neutral expression, otherwise with an angry expression. Contentment is 
decreased by 25.

•  +teacherGesture(wagFinger) – the agent stands up and makes a threatening 
gesture. Contentment is decreased by 25.
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• +teacherGesture(holdEars) – contentment is decreased by 25.

4.5.4 The second hostile type
The second hostile type has plans for the following events (see Appendix C4):

• +confronted[source(Source)] – the agent looks at the source with a 
surprised facial expression while pointing at itself and wagging its finger. Contentment 
is decreased by 25.

• +creditTaken[source(Source)] – the agent discovers that an extravert is 
expressing pride. It proceeds to nudge the other hostile agent sitting next to it, points 
at the source and makes a throwing gesture.

• +teacherInactive(Time) – depending on how long the teacher has been 
inactive, the agent will either repeatedly make throwing gestures toward the nervous 
agent or repeatedly beat the neighbour, notifying them thereof.

• +teacherOrientation(back) – if content, the agent tells its hostile neighbour 
to doMischief1, otherwise it tells its hostile neighbour to doMischief2.

• +teacherGesture(clap) – contentment is increased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(wagFinger) – if content, the agent points at itself and 
shakes its finger, so as to remove blame from itself. Otherwise, the agent points at the 
teacher while expressing anger. Contentment is decreased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(holdEars) – contentment is decreased by 25.

4.5.5 The first extravert type
The first extravert type has plans for the following events (see Appendix C5):

• +mocked[source(Source)] – the agent looks at the source and replies with a 
rude gesture. Contentment is decreased by 25.

• +spokenTo[source(Source)] – the agent looks at the source and makes a 
discussion gesture. Contentment is increased by 25.

• +hitWithObject[source(Source)] – the agent looks down and scratches the 
back of its head. Contentment is decreased by 25.

• +teacherInactive(Time) – depending on how long the teacher has been 
inactive, the agent will either start to talk to its neighbours, encourage the teacher to 
get active or talk to other students in the class.

• +teacherOrientation(front) – the agent looks at the camera. Being 
extravert, contentment is increased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(clap) – if contentment is above 75 the the agent looks at the 
camera and makes a gesture indicating that it is flattered. If contentment is between 25 
and 75, the agent looks at its neighbours and points at itself, so as to take credit for the 
teachers clapping gesture. If contentment is below 25, the agent waves to the teacher. 
Contentment is increased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(silence) – the agent looks at the camera. Contentment is 
decreased by 25.
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• +teacherGesture(wagFinger) – if contentment is above 50, the agent looks 
happy and mimics the teacher (wags its finger). Contentment is decreased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(holdEars) – if contentment is above 50, the agent looks at 
its left neighbour with a surprised facial expression and scratches its head. If 
contentment is below 50, the agent looks at its neighbour with a surprised facial 
expression and scratches its chin. Contentment is decreased by 25.

4.5.6 The second extravert type
The second extravert type has plans for the following events (see Appendix C6):

• +creditTaken[source(Source)] – the agent shakes its finger and points at 
itself so as to steal credit.

• +teacherInactive(Time) - depending on how long the teacher has been 
inactive, the agent will either start to talk to its neighbours or encourage the teacher to 
get active.

• +teacherOrientation(front) – the agent looks at the camera. Being 
extravert, contentment is increased by 25.

• +teacherOrientation(back) – the agent looks at the paper and starts writing.

• +teacherGesture(clap) – contentment is increased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(wagFinger) – contentment is decreased by 25.

• +teacherGesture(holdEars) – contentment is decreased by 25.

4.5.7 The third extravert type
The third extravert type has plans for the following events (see Appendix C7):

• +toldSecret[source(Source)] – the agent is told a secret about an agent in 
front of it. It looks at the source and then at the agent in front of it with a joyful facial 
expression.

• +teacherInactive(Time) - depending on how long the teacher has been 
inactive, the agent will either start to talk to its neighbours, check its watch, encourage 
the teacher to get active or scratch its head with a surprised facial expression.

4.5.8 The fourth extravert type
The fourth extravert type has plans for the following events (see Appendix C8):

• +teacherInactive(Time) - depending on how long the teacher has been 
inactive, the agent will either start to talk to its neighbours, try to get the teacher's 
attention or make a rude gesture at the teacher.

• +teacherOrientation(back) –  the agent looks at the paper and starts writing.

• +teacherGesture(holdEars) – the agent looks at its neighbour and tells it a 
secret. Contentment is decreased by 25.
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5 Result

5.1 Overview of the multi-agent system
With the implementation seen in Chapter 4, an overall system was created that contained all 
the components necessary for building a prototypical training environment for non-verbal 
communication with students in a classroom. See Figure 13 for an overview of the developed 
overall training system embedding virtual students controlled by a BDI engine.

The movement made by the user is sent in string form to the teacher agent. The teacher agent 
then sends a message to the activity monitor agent, upon which it (the activity monitor agent) 
restarts its timer keeping track of how long the user has been inactive. If the movement 
performed by the user is one of the selected movements in Section 4.4.3, the teacher agent 
sends a message with the movement information to the student agents. The student agents will 
then respond through the use of external actions. These action calls are sent to the 
ClassroomEnvironment class (which is an extension of the Jason Environment 
class) that, in turn, calls methods in the ClassroomModel class. The latter send the 
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Figure 13: An overview of the overall system.



appropriate strings to the visualisation system that animates the students.

5.2 Two simulation scenarios
In consultation with the project's supervisor, two distinct teaching scenarios were created to 
be used in the upcoming evaluation experiment. Both scenarios were based on the same 
classroom set-up, the students were seated as shown in Figure 14.

5.2.1 The teacher is idle
This scenario was created to simulate a potential development of a situation where the teacher 
doesn't act for 5 minutes. See Figure 15 and Figure 16 for screen shots of the classroom 
simulation at the beginning and the end of the scenario respectively.
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Figure 15: A screen shot of the simulation at the beginning of the scenario. The students are 
attentive, waiting for the teacher to act.

Figure 14: An overview of the test set-up configuration in terms of numbers of agents, their  
personality and their placement. The initial contentment level was 100.



5.2.2 The teacher interacts with the students
This scenario was created to simulate the students' behaviour while getting input movements 
from the user. See Appendix D1 for an overview of the different movements available to the 
user (the ones shown in Section 4.4.3). See Figure 17 to Figure 20 for examples of how the 
students could react to different movements from the teacher.
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Figure 16: A screen shot of the simulation at the end of the scenario (the 5 minute mark). The  
students don't pay much attention to the teacher.

Figure 17: An example of what could happen if the user turns his/her back to the class. Two 
of the extravert students are writing while the hostile students are doing mischief.
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Figure 18: An example of what could happen if the user shakes his/her finger. One of the  
hostile students and one of the extravert students are mimicking the teacher. The other hostile  
student threatens the teacher.

Figure 19: An example of what could happen if the user holds his/her ears. One of the  
extravert students and the nervous student are confused.
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Figure 20: An example of what could happen if the user claps. The front two extravert  
students take credit for the clapping.



6 Evaluation
The evaluation of the project consisted of an experiment conducted in T2249, one of the 
conference rooms in AASS (Centre for Applied Autonomous Sensor Systems) at Örebro 
University on May 26, 2015. Section 6.1 describes the experiment in detail. Section 6.2 
covers some interesting results from the experiment.

6.1 The experiment
The experiment consisted in 16 test persons, one by one, being introduced to the two 
previously described simulation scenarios – one where the user were to remain idle for 5 
minutes and one where the user were to interact with the students for 2-3 minutes (Appendix 
D1 contains the exact written instructions given to the test persons). After each of those 
scenarios, the test persons were asked to fill in a questionnaire about their experience with the 
virtual classroom (Appendix D2 and D3 shows the questionnaires for scenario 1 and 2 
respectively). The system set-up is shown in Figure 21.

See Table 2 below for some introductory statistics.
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Figure 21: An overview of the system set-up. The test person  
stood in front of a TV screen and a Kinect sensor.



Average age 37.2
Gender Male: 10 (62.5%)

Female: 6 (37.5%)
Previous experience with teaching Yes: 16 (100%)

No: 0 (0.00%)
Previous experience with a motion capture system Yes: 10 (62.5%)

No: 6 (37.5%)
 

Interesting to note is that all the test persons had previous experience with teaching. This was 
not planned, however it was positive for the validity of the experiment.

6.2 Interesting results
One of the questions found in both questionnaires was “how realistic did you find the  
behaviour of the students?”. This question concerns the basic requirement of overall realism. 
The options were numbers from 1 to 5, where 1 signified “not realistic at all” and 5 signified 
“very realistic”. See Figure 22 for a diagram showing the results from this question.

The average answer for the “teacher idle” scenario was 3.00 while the average answer for the 
“teacher acts” scenario was 2.75. This means that, on average, the test persons thought that 
the student behaviour during the “teacher idle” scenario was more realistic. The results may 
have been caused by

• technical difficulties – some of the test persons' movements may have gone 
unrecognised due to the imperfections of the motion capture system, leading to the 
sensation of not being responded to by the students.

• unrealistic behaviour from the students – the reactions of the students to the test 
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Figure 22: A diagram showing the results for the question "how realistic did you find the  
behaviour of the students?".
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Table 2: Introductory statistics



persons' movements may have been considered unrealistic.

Other questions found in both questionnaires were “to what extent did you feel noticed at the 
beginning of the scenario?” and “to what extent did you feel noticed at the end of the  
scenario?”. See Figure 23 for a diagram showing the results from these questions regarding 
scenario 1 (“teacher idle”). See Figure 24 for a diagram showing the results from these 
questions regarding scenario 2 (“teacher acts”). The options were numbers from 1 (I didn't 
feel noticed at all) to 5 (I felt very noticed).

The average answer for the question ”to what extent did you feel noticed by the students at the  
beginning of the scenario?” was 3.56 while the average answer for the question ”to what 
extent did you feel noticed by the students at the end of the scenario?” was 2.50. This means 
that the test persons, on average, felt more noticed at the beginning of the scenario than at the 
end. This was expected, since in scenario 1 the students get more and more impatient and at 
the end most of them just ignore the teacher and talk to each other. However, some of the 
students are still attentive at the end of the scenario, which may explain the relatively high 
average answer for the second question.
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Figure 23: A diagram showing the results from the questions ”to what extent did you feel  
noticed by the students at the beginning of the scenario?” and ”to what extent did you feel  
noticed by the students at the end of the scenario?” for scenario 1.
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The average answer for the question ”to what extent did you feel noticed by the students at the  
beginning of the scenario?” was 3.81 while the average answer for the question ”to what 
extent did you feel noticed by the students at the end of the scenario?” was 3.75. This means 
that the test persons, on average, felt more noticed at the beginning of the scenario than at the 
end, but not by much. The average answer was quite high for both questions. In other words, 
the movements from the teacher must have helped quite a lot to keep the students' attention, 
which is pleasing since it proves that the movements had an effect. 

Figure 25 shows the results from the questions “how diverse did you find the behaviour 
between the students?” and “how diverse did you find the behaviour in one student?” for both 
scenario 1 (S1) and scenario 2 (S2). The options were numbers ranging from 1 (not diverse at 
all) to 5 (very diverse). These questions were relevant to the requirements of flexibility 
(variation in one student) and heterogeneity (variation between the students).
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Figure 24: A diagram showing the results from the questions ”to what extent did you feel  
noticed by the students at the beginning of the scenario?” and ”to what extent did you feel  
noticed by the students at the end of the scenario?” for scenario 2. 
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For scenario 1, the average answer for the question ”how diverse did you find the behaviour 
between the students?” was 3.06 and the average answer for the question ”how diverse did  
you find the behaviour in one student?” was 2.38. For scenario 2, the average answers were 
3.19 and 2.38 respectively. The answers didn't differ much between the scenarios and the 
average answer for the second question was 2.38 in both cases. This means that the flexibility 
– the individual variation in one student's behaviour – was deemed quite low by the test 
persons. One plausible reason for this might be that similar animations were used as responses 
to different movements from the teacher, since only a subset of the available animations made 
any sense in an ordinary classroom situation. Once again, technical issues with the motion 
recognition system may also have contributed to the result.

Figure 26 shows the results from the questions “how realistic did you find the responses from 
the students to your actions?” and “how realistic did you find the reaction time of the students  
to your actions?” from the questionnaire for scenario 2 (“teacher acts”). The options were 
numbers from 1 (not realistic at all) to 5 (very realistic). These questions concerned the 
requirements of overall realism and realistic reaction time.
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Figure 25: A diagram showing the results from the questions ”how diverse did you find the  
behaviour between the students?” and ”how diverse did you find the behaviour in one  
student?” for both scenario 1 (S1) and scenario 2 (S2).
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The average answer for the question “how realistic did you find the responses from the  
students to your actions?” was 2.81 while the average answer for the question “how realistic  
did you find the reaction time of the students to your actions?” was 2.94 – slightly below 
medium for both questions. The reaction time of the students may have been perceived as too 
long. For example, test subject 8 wrote in the questionnaire for scenario 2 that there was a 
“general feeling of delay”. One reason for the delay was that the performance of some 
movements were more elaborate than others. For example, to register the gesture of wagging 
the finger one often had to sustain this gesture (wagging constantly) for several seconds. Once 
the gesture was registered and the students reacted to it, the reactions may have been 
perceived as delayed.

Figure 27 show the results from the question “how distinguishable did you find the different  
personalities of the students?” for scenario 2 (“teacher acts”). The options were once again 
numbers from 1 (not distinguishable at all) to 5 (very distinguishable). This question was 
associated with the requirement of heterogeneity – the behavioural variation between the 
students.
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Figure 26:  A diagram showing the results from the questions “how realistic did you find the  
responses from the students to your actions?” and “how realistic did you find the reaction 
time of the students to your actions?” for scenario 2. 
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The average answer for this question was 2.81, which is quite low. The reason for this may be 
that the different personalities weren't “extreme” enough. Also, in reality, some personality 
types are quite hard to distinguish. A timid person that crosses his/her arms in class and keeps 
quiet might be seen as unfriendly or even hostile.

Figure 14 shows how the students were seated in the classroom during the two scenarios. 
Question 6 in the questionnaire for scenario 1 (see Appendix D2) prompted the test persons to 
place a letter representing a personality in each of the boxes representing the student desks. 
Figure 28 shows the proportion of right answers among all the test persons for each of those 
boxes.
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Figure 27: A diagram showing the results from the question “how distinguishable did you find 
the different personalities of the students?”.
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This question is relevant to the requirement of heterogeneity and is in essence a measure on 
how distinguishable the different personality types really were. As seen in Figure 28, the 
proportion of right answers was quite low. However, some of the personality types were 
apparently easier to distinguish than others – namely the first hostile type, the timid type 
(50.00% each) and  two of the extravert types (31.25% each). The hostile type was 
recognisable probably due to the fact that it often stood up and therefore possibly gained 
much attention - test subject 16 wrote in the questionnaire for scenario 2: “I mostly noticed 
the student in the top left corner. He was very expressive by standing up and surprisingly 
obedient by sitting down immediately”. Perhaps the timid type was noticed because of its 
unique behaviour (there was only one timid type but there were four different extravert types 
with rather subtle differences). Its position in the front row might have contributed to the high 
proportion of right answers for this type as well.

Question 7 and question 9 in the questionnaires for scenario 1 and scenario 2 respectively 
prompted the test persons to select between and rate a set of feelings that they felt described 
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Figure 28: The correct answers, the total number of correct answers and the proportion of  
correct answers for question 6 in the questionnaire for scenario 1. The proportion of correct  
answers was quite low, which may indicate that the different personality types were quite hard  
to distinguish.



their experience with the virtual classroom best. The definition of presence provided  in 
Section 1.1 made these questions relevant for the requirement of presence. The results of 
those questions were compiled by, for each of the feelings and intensities, counting how many 
test persons chose that combination of feeling/intensity. After this, each of the feelings were 
given a total score calculated by multiplying each intensity value by the number of test 
persons that selected it and then add the resulting values. This sum (the score of the feeling) 
was then divided by 80, which is the maximum score a feeling could have (corresponds to the 
score received if everyone of the 16 test persons had selected the highest intensity, 5, since 16 
times 5 is 80). The resulting values are shown in the diagram in Figure 29.

It is interesting to note that during scenario 1, the test persons felt much less influential than in 
scenario 2. This was expected, since in scenario 1 the test persons were asked to be idle. 
Another thing to note is that the emotional response in general was quite high. This implies a 
high level of presence, following the definition in Section 1.1. Another thing to note is that 
test persons felt much more disliked in the first scenario than in the second. This is probably 
due to the students ignoring the teacher at the end of the first scenario. Test subject 9 added in 
the questionnaire for scenario 2 that she felt comfortable and secure, and motivated the 
feelings: “It was positive that the students were reacting to my motions. This was a quite 
normal situation for a teacher and the students reacted well. So I felt my influence a lot and 
did not get stressed”.
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Figure 29: A diagram showing the results from question 7 and question 9 in the  
questionnaires for scenario 1 and scenario 2 respectively. The numbers show the intensity  
proportion of the associated feeling. 
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7 Discussion

7.1 Limitations
There were quite a few limitations encountered during the project. One of them was 
associated with the motion recognition system. Many of the movements (seen in Appendix 
A2) were very hard to perform in a way that the motion recognition system could recognise. 
This limited both the realism when interacting with the students but also the number of 
movements implemented in Jason for the students to be able to respond to. A few of the 
movements available in the motion recognition system were intuitive in the sense that a 
teacher might perform them regularly in a real classroom. These movements include clapping, 
the silence gesture, turning around (e.g. to write on the board) and crossing one's arms (which 
unfortunately was one of the gestures that was hard to capture). Other movements were not as 
intuitive, such as holding one's ears.

Test person number 13 in the evaluation experiment wrote for scenario 2: “There were 
different possible gestures to try out and see what influenced the students the most, of course 
technical difficulties takes focus away from being very reactive to the students'  
characteristics.”. Test person number 14 wrote for scenario 2: “Since I am not very familiar  
with the system it was difficult to perform the motions correctly. Moreover I have observed 
similar reactions for different motions. However from time to time it looked like the students  
were able to perceive my intention.”. These statements underlines that there were some 
technical difficulties with the motion recognition system. For all the results from the 
questionnaires, refer to Appendix E.

Another limitation was the “realism/movement trade-off” in the virtual students. The project 
requirements in Section 1.4 called for realistic student behaviour. However, realistic 
behaviour does not imply a rich movement repertoire. To clarify, in a real classroom the 
students might not move very much or express that many types of emotions. This conclusion 
is backed up by the study in [4]. Therefore, it was quite hard to think up an intuitive direct 
reaction from the students to each of the chosen teacher movements.

7.2 Compliance with the project requirements
Basically, there were three categories of requirements:

• the creation of a system in which realistic behaviour could be set up and displayed

• the simulation of human behaviour

• the evaluation of the behaviour with test persons

The creation of the virtual classroom system was scientifically grounded, since it was based 
on the BDI architecture (using Jason). Also, inspiration was taken from PMFserv, OCC and 
OCEAN.

The behaviour of the virtual students displayed measurable realism in respect to reaction time, 
flexibility, heterogeneity and overall realism. This was shown in the results of the evaluation 
experiment presented in Chapter 6.

Lastly, an evaluation experiment was conducted on May 26, 2015, in order to test the system. 
This was also one of the requirements. 

7.3 Special results and conclusions
As stated in Section 1.1, the final system was meant as a virtual training environment for 
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teachers with intelligent agents instead of real students. The benefits of such a system are 
numerous. Section 1.3 mentioned three:

• the user is able to focus on interacting with the students without having to consider the 
consequences of his or her actions.

• a virtual environment can be adapted to fill certain needs and to model several 
different training scenarios.

• the scarcity of such systems.

During the background research, TeachLive was the only classroom simulation system found 
that is used in academia. Though, as stated in Section 1.1, that system uses professional actors 
with avatars instead of agents, which defeats the purpose of the user not having to feel 
intimidated while exercising. 

The virtual classroom system that this examination project was based on might not yet be 
ready to find widespread use in the education of teachers. However, it is scalable and can 
easily be developed further (see Section 7.4). 

Its use might also extend to fields outside of the academic world. Potential users could be 
people with fear of public speaking or, in general, people wanting to improve their social 
skills.

7.4 Future project development
Future work based on this project should aim at extending the virtual classroom application in 
a way that makes it more realistic, specifically in respect to the perceived level of presence. A 
natural way to do this is to also implement verbal interaction, which could include

• voice commands – the implementation of predefined sentences that the user may 
utilise much like the predefined movements.

• recognition of emotional state – the implementation of a system that can recognise an 
emotional state from, for example, the loudness of the user's voice.

Additionally, one could extend the movement repertoire of the user:

– the new movements could be of a more subtle nature than the ones used at the time of 
writing, for example leaning against a table or nodding.

– the identification of the user's pointing direction could be perfected. This would enable 
the user to interact with a specific student in the class.

7.5 Reflection on own learning

7.5.1 Knowledge and comprehension
• K1 – during the course of this project I have gained a lot of knowledge about cognitive 

architectures and theories about aspects that make up human behaviour. In fact, since I 
started reading about those theories and cognitive architectures, I find myself 
pondering about my own decisions in everyday life and what cognitive mechanics 
precedes them. The evaluation experiment was also an enriching experience, mostly 
because I had never before conducted an experiment with test persons.

• K2 – the Jason implementation has given me a deep understanding of the BDI 
cognitive architecture in particular, which I think is shown in my work.
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7.5.2 Proficiency and ability

• F1 – the problem that the project was to solve was defined in Chapter 1. The virtual 
classroom system consisted of three subsystems before this project was started. This 
was explained in Section 1.2, where it was also stated that the project's objective 
revolved around the multi-agent system and the implementation of believable 
behaviour in the virtual students. 

• F2 – most of the references in this report were scientific papers, articles, books and 
reports retrieved from the Scopus database at oru.se. Hence, special care was taken to 
ensure the validity of the sources.

• F3 – the project plan was finalised April 12, 2015 and was followed during the course 
of the project. The implementation of the student behaviours was done on time. 
Despite some minor problems in setting up the Kinect, due to the use of outdated 
libraries in the original set up, there was even enough time to make the overall system 
so robust that an evaluation experiment could be conducted.

• F4 – an evaluation experiment was conducted on May 26, 2015 and the results were 
compiled and analysed in Chapter 6.

• F5 – I tried to create a layout for this report that is both aesthetically pleasing and 
intuitive. I also tried formulate myself in an understandable way, yet without being 
banal.

• F6 – I think I succeeded in captivating my audience during my oral presentation. I also 
made use of intuitive figures and minimised the amount of text.

7.5.3 Values and attitude

• V1 – Section 7.3 covers a discussion of the potential usefulness of the virtual 
classroom system.

• V2 – this criteria is covered in Section 7.5.1. The project involved much research and 
orientation among theories and architectures constituting the state of the art of 
behavioural science.

• V3 – I believe that a certain amount of professionalism from my part was displayed 
during the evaluation experiment. I had a meeting with my supervisor once a week 
where we discussed my progression.

• V4 – this report and its appendices constitutes the documentation of the final product. 
I had the potential readers needs in mind when writing, which in part is shown in the 
detailed description of Jason.
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Appendix A1

A1   Available animations and facial expressions
PrimaryAnimation Explanation
sit_idle The character sits idle
idle The character stands idle
sit_down The character sits down
stand_up The character stands up
walk The character walks
run The character runs
sit_writing The character sits and writes

SecondaryAnimation Explanation
armsCrossed The character crosses his/her arms
beat_01 – beat_06 The character makes a discussion gesture
becking_01 – becking_03 The character waves
beatRightNeighbor The character hits his/her right neighbour
comeOverHere The character makes a beckoning gesture
deictic_01 – deictic_03 The character makes a discussion gesture
drink The character makes a drinking gesture
eat_1, eat_2 The character makes an eating gesture
handShake The character makes a hand shake gesture
handsOnHips The character puts his/her hands on the hips
iconic_01, iconic_02 The character makes a decisive gesture
me The character points at himself/herself
metaphoric_01 – metaphoric_04 The character makes a discussion gesture
no The character shakes his/her finger
signal_handUp The character raises his/her arm
signal_handDown The character lowers his/her arm
ranicki_01, ranicki_02 The character makes a  Reich-Ranicki gesture
scratch_head The character scratches his/her head
standUp The character makes an upward motion with 

his/her hand
strokeThroughHair The character strokes through his/her hair
tasty The character rubs his/her belly
thinking The character makes a thinking gesture
throw The character makes a throwing gesture



Appendix A1
watch The character points at his/her watch
windscreenWipe The character makes a mocking gesture

Facial expression Explanation
surprise The character looks surprised
disgust The character looks disgusted
joy The character looks joyful
anger The character looks angry
sadness The character looks sad
fear The character looks afraid

The animation tables (PrimaryAnimation and SecondaryAnimation) are translations from the 
tables in Appendix A in [21].
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A2   Motion capture string variable values
Orientation Explanation
front The user has his/her front turned to the screen
back The user has his/her back turned to the screen

Position Explanation
nearLeft The user is located at the near left section 

from the screen
nearRight The user is located at the near right section 

from the screen
near The user is located at the near middle section 

from the screen
leftCenter The user is located at the left centre section 

from the screen
rightCenter The user is located at the right centre section 

from the screen
center The user is located at the centre section from 

the screen
farLeft The user is located at the far left section from 

the screen
farRight The user is located at the far right section 

from the screen
far The user is located at the far middle section 

from the screen

Posture Explanation
moving The user is moving
standing The user is standing
sitting The user is sitting

Gesture Explanation
hitTable The user makes a downward motion with 

both hands
scratchHead The user scratches his/her head
facepalm The user hits his/her forehead with his/her 

palm
armsCrossed The user crosses his/her arms
armsOpen The user opens his/her arms
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silence The user makes a fist with his/her hand so as 
to order silence

wagFinger The user wags his/her finger
holdEars The user holds his/her ears
clap The user claps

The tables above are translations of the tables in Section 7 in [22].



Appendix B

B   Extended Backus-Naur-form grammar of the Jason Agent Language

The EBNF of the Jason Agent Language [12, p. 235-236].



Appendix C1

C1   student_timid.asl
/* Initial beliefs and rules */

posture(sit).
otherStudents(L) :- 

.my_name(M) &

.all_names(A) &

.difference(A, [M, teacher, initializer], L).
contentment(100).
mood(best) :-

contentment(C) &
C > 75.

mood(better) :-
contentment(C) &
C < 76 &
C > 50.

mood(worse) :-
contentment(C) &
C < 51 &
C > 25.

mood(worst) :-
contentment(C) &
C < 26.

/* Initial goals */

/* Plans */

+!initialize : true 
<- initialize(Student);

.send(initializer, tell, initialized).
+!getNeighborInfo : true

<- getNeighborInfo.

+spokenTo[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(3000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtPaper;
crossArms.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 20, Result) &
Result == 0 & (mood(best) | mood(better)) 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(-75);
lookAtPaper;
.wait(1000);
sitWriting;
.wait(5000);
sitIdle;
.wait(1000);
crossArms;
lookAtPaper.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 20, Result) &
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Result == 0 & (mood(worse) | mood(worst)) 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAt(" ");
makeThinkingGesture(1);
.wait(3000);
crossArms.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 20, Result) &
Result == 0 & (mood(worse) | mood(worst)) 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtPaper;
makeThinkingGesture(1);
.wait(3000);
crossArms.

+teacherOrientation(front) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
.wait(1000);
crossArms;
lookAtPaper.

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- !modifyContentment(25).

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : true
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result).
+teacherGesture(holdEars) : true

<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result).

@label1[atomic]
+!modifyContentment(X) : true

<- ?contentment(C);
iactions.sum(C, X, Result);
-+contentment(Result);
.print("contentment changed by ", X).
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+contentment(C) : C < 0
<- -+contentment(0).

+contentment(C) : C > 100
<- -+contentment(100).
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C2   student_nervous.asl
/* Initial beliefs and rules */

posture(sit).
otherStudents(L) :- 

.my_name(M) &

.all_names(A) &

.difference(A, [M, teacher, initializer], L).
contentment(25).
mood(best) :-

contentment(C) &
C > 75.

mood(better) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 75 &
C > 50.

mood(worse) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 50 &
C > 25.

mood(worst) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 25.

/* Initial goals */

/* Plans */

+!initialize : true 
<- initialize(Student);

.send(initializer, tell, initialized).
+!getNeighborInfo : true

<- getNeighborInfo.

+spokenTo[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(2000);
expressSadness(1);
lookAtCamera.

+hitWithObject : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
.wait(1800);
lookAtPaper;
expressSurprise(1);
scratchHead(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 190 | Time == 270
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressSadness(1);
lookAtPaper;
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sitWriting.
+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 7, Result) & 

Result == 0 & Time > 240
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressSadness(1);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

lookAtPaper;
}
else {

lookAt(" ");
}
.wait(1000);
lookAtCamera;
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

strokeThroughHair(1);
}.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 7, Result) & 
Result == 0 & Time > 150 & Time < 240
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressFear(1);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

lookAtPaper;
}
else {

lookAt(" ");
}
.wait(1000);
lookAtCamera;
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

strokeThroughHair(1);
}.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 7, Result) & 
Result == 0 & Time > 45 & Time < 150
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressSadness(1);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

lookAtPaper;
}
else {

lookAt(" ");
}
.wait(1000);
lookAtCamera;
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

strokeThroughHair(1);
}.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 4, Result) & 
Result == 0 & Time < 45
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressSadness(1);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

lookAtPaper;
}
else {

lookAt(" ");
}
.wait(1000);
lookAtCamera;
if (math.random(2) < 1) {
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strokeThroughHair(1);
}.

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtCamera;
.wait(500);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
.wait(500);
lookAtCamera;
expressSadness(1);
expressSadness(1).

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtCamera;
.wait(500);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
.wait(500);
lookAtPaper;
scratchHead(1);
.wait(1000);
lookAtCamera;
expressSadness(1);
expressSadness(1).

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtCamera;
.wait(500);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
.wait(500);
lookAtCamera;
expressSadness(1);
expressSadness(1).

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtCamera;
.wait(500);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
.wait(500);
lookAtPaper;
scratchHead(1);
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.wait(1000);
lookAtCamera;
expressSadness(1);
expressSadness(1).

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtCamera;
.wait(500);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
.wait(500);
lookAtCamera;
pointAtSelf(1);
expressSadness(1);
expressSadness(1).

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtCamera;
.wait(500);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
expressSadness(1);
expressSadness(1).

+teacherGesture(holdEars) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtCamera;
.wait(500);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
.wait(500);
lookAtCamera;
expressSadness(1);
expressSadness(1).

+teacherGesture(holdEars) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtCamera;
.wait(500);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(500);
lookAt(" ");
.wait(500);
lookAtCamera;
expressSadness(1);
expressSadness(1).
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@label1[atomic]
+!modifyContentment(X) : true

<- ?contentment(C);
iactions.sum(C, X, Result);
-+contentment(Result);
.print("contentment changed by ", X).

+contentment(C) : C < 0
<- -+contentment(0).

+contentment(C) : C > 100
<- -+contentment(100).
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C3   student_hostile1.asl
/* Initial beliefs and rules */

posture(sit).
otherStudents(L) :- 

.my_name(M) &

.all_names(A) &

.difference(A, [M, teacher, initializer], L).
contentment(100).
mood(best) :-

contentment(C) &
C > 75.

mood(better) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 75 &
C > 50.

mood(worse) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 50 &
C > 25.

mood(worst) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 25.

/* Initial goals */

/* Plans */

+!initialize : true 
<- initialize(Student);

.send(initializer, tell, initialized).
+!getNeighborInfo : true

<- getNeighborInfo.

+hit[source(Source)] : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
.print("I was hit!");
.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
expressDisgust(1);
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+hit[source(Source)] : mood(worse)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
.print("I was hit!");
.wait(500);
.send(Source, tell, confronted);
.send(Source, untell, confronted);
lookAtPaper;
expressDisgust(1);
if (posture(sit)) {

standUp;
-+posture(stand);
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.wait(2000);
standIdle;

}
rotate(270);
lookAt(Source);
makeIconicGesture(2, 1);
.wait(2000);
rotate(180);
rotate(180);
lookAtPaper;
sitDown;
-+posture(sit);
.wait(2000);
sitIdle;
lookAtCamera.

+hit[source(Source)] : mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(50);
.print("I was hit!");
.wait(500);
expressAnger(1);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera;
signalHandUp(1).

+nudged1[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAt(Source);
.wait(3000);
expressJoy(1);
lookAt(student_extravert1);
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+nudged2[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAt(Source);
.wait(3000);
expressJoy(1);
lookAt(student_nervous);
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+nudged3[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAt(Source);
expressAnger(1);
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+doMischief1[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(2000);
expressJoy(1);
lookAtCamera;
standUp;
-+posture(stand);
.wait(2000);
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standIdle;
rotate(200);
rotate(200);
makeThrowingGesture(1).

+doMischief2[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(2000);
expressJoy(1);
lookAtCamera;
standUp;
-+posture(stand);
.wait(2000);
standIdle;
rotate(200);
rotate(200);
drink(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 11, Result) 
& Result == 0 & Time > 240 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(3000));
lookAt(student_extravert1);
expressAnger(1);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

makeMockingGesture(1);
}
else {

makeRanickiGesture(2, 1);
}
.send(student_extravert1, tell, mocked);
.send(student_extravert1, untell, mocked);
.wait(2000);
putHandsOnHips(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 240 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

standUp;
-+posture(stand);
.wait(2000);
standIdle;
rotate(240);
rotate(240);
putHandsOnHips(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 192
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtPaper;
expressDisgust(1);
expressDisgust(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 53
<- .drop_all_intentions;

crossArms;
expressAnger(1);
lookAt(" ").

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 42 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtCamera;
expressDisgust(1);
standUp;
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-+posture(stand);
.wait(2000);
standIdle;
makeThrowingGesture(1);
.wait(2000);
putHandsOnHips(1);
.wait(3000);
sitDown;
-+posture(sit);
sitIdle.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 12 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressAnger(1);
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1).

+teacherOrientation(front) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
expressAnger(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
!originalPosition;
expressDisgust(1);
lookAtCamera;
crossArms.

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- !modifyContentment(25).

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
expressAnger(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : true
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
if (posture(sit)) {

standUp;
.wait(2000);
standIdle;
-+posture(stand);

}
expressAnger(1);
beckon(1).
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+teacherGesture(holdEars) : true
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result).

@label1[atomic]
+!modifyContentment(X) : true

<- ?contentment(C);
iactions.sum(C, X, Result);
-+contentment(Result);
.print("contentment changed by ", X).

+contentment(C) : C < 0
<- -+contentment(0).

+contentment(C) : C > 100
<- -+contentment(100).

@label2[atomic]
+!originalPosition : true

<- if (posture(stand)) {
rotate(180);
rotate(180);
sitDown;
.wait(2000);
sitIdle;
-+posture(sit);

}.
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C4   student_hostile2.asl
// Agent student in project virtualClassroom

/* Initial beliefs and rules */

posture(sit).
otherStudents(L) :- 

.my_name(M) &

.all_names(A) &

.difference(A, [M, teacher, initializer], L).
contentment(75).
mood(best) :-

contentment(C) &
C > 75.

mood(better) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 75 &
C > 50.

mood(worse) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 50 &
C > 25.

mood(worst) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 25.

/* Initial goals */

/* Plans */

+!initialize : true 
<- initialize(Student);

.send(initializer, tell, initialized).
+!getNeighborInfo : true

<- getNeighborInfo.

+confronted[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
expressSurprise(1);
.wait(1000);
shakeFinger(1);
.wait(2500);
lookAtCamera;
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

+creditTaken[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(500);
expressAnger(1);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(2000);
expressJoy(1);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
beatRightNeighbor(1);
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.send(student_hostile1, tell, nudged);

.send(student_hostile1, untell, nudged);

.wait(1000);
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1);
.wait(1500);
lookAt(Source);
makeThrowingGesture(1);

.send(student_extravert1, tell, hitWithObject);

.send(student_extravert1, untell, hitWithObject).

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 8, Result) & 
Result == 0 & Time > 260
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressAnger(1);
lookAt(student_hostile1);
crossArms;
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 237
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressAnger(1);
lookAt(student_hostile1);
beatRightNeighbor(1);
.send(student_hostile1, tell, nudged3);
.send(student_hostile1, untell, nudged3);
.wait(1000);
signalStandUp(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 12, Result) & 
Result == 0 & Time < 240 & Time > 180
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressDisgust(1);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

lookAt(student_nervous);
makeThrowingGesture(1);
.send(student_nervous, tell, hitWithObject);
.send(student_nervous, untell, hitWithObject);
.wait(1000);

}
else {

lookAt(student_extravert3);
crossArms;

}
.wait(1000);
lookAt(" ").

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 12, Result) & 
Result == 0 & Time < 180 & Time > 120
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressJoy(1);
beatRightNeighbor(1);
?rightNeighbor(RightNeighbor);
.send(RightNeighbor, tell, hit);
.send(RightNeighbor, untell, hit);
.wait(1500);
expressAnger(1);
expressAnger(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 105
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<- .drop_all_intentions;
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
expressAnger(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 95
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtCamera;
expressAnger(1);
checkWatch(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 22, Result) & 
Result == 0 & Time < 90 & Time > 60
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(500);
expressAnger(1);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(2000);
expressJoy(1);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
beatRightNeighbor(1);
.send(student_hostile1, tell, nudged2);
.send(student_hostile1, untell, nudged2);
.wait(1000);
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1);
.wait(1500);
lookAt(student_nervous);
makeThrowingGesture(1);
.send(student_nervous, tell, hitWithObject);
.send(student_nervous, untell, hitWithObject);
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 12
<- .drop_all_intentions;

crossArms;
expressDisgust(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 22
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressAnger(1);
makeMockingGesture(1);
.wait(2000);
crossArms.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 48
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressAnger(1);
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1).

+teacherOrientation(front) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressAnger(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherOrientation(back) : mood(best) | mood (better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressDisgust(1);
lookAtCamera;
crossArms;
.wait(1500);
expressJoy(1);
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lookAtRightNeighbor;
.send(student_hostile1, tell, doMischief1);
.send(student_hostile1, untell, doMischief1);
beatRightNeighbor(1);
.wait(1000);
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1);
.wait(1500);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherOrientation(back) : mood(worse) | mood (worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressDisgust(1);
lookAtCamera;
crossArms;
.wait(1500);
expressJoy(1);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
.send(student_hostile1, tell, doMischief2);
.send(student_hostile1, untell, doMischief2);
beatRightNeighbor(1);
.wait(1000);
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1);
.wait(1500);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25).
+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(best) | mood(better)

<- .drop_all_intentions;
iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressAnger(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result);
expressAnger(1);
pointAtSelf(1);
.wait(1000);
shakeFinger(1).

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result);
expressAnger(1);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(holdEars) : true
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result).
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@label1[atomic]
+!modifyContentment(X) : true

<- ?contentment(C);
iactions.sum(C, X, Result);
-+contentment(Result);
.print("contentment changed by ", X).

+contentment(C) : C < 0
<- -+contentment(0).

+contentment(C) : C > 100
<- -+contentment(100).
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C5   student_extravert1.asl
/* Initial beliefs and rules */

posture(sit).
otherStudents(L) :- 

.my_name(M) &

.all_names(A) &

.difference(A, [M, teacher, initializer], L).
contentment(75).
mood(best) :-

contentment(C) &
C > 75.

mood(better) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 75 &
C > 50.

mood(worse) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 50 &
C > 25.

mood(worst) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 25.

/* Initial goals */

/* Plans */

+!initialize : true 
<- initialize(Student);

.send(initializer, tell, initialized).
+!getNeighborInfo : true

<- getNeighborInfo.

+mocked[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
.wait(1000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(1000);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

pointAtSelf(1);
}
else {

makeRanickiGesture(1, 1);
}.

+spokenTo[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
expressJoy(1);
.wait(1000);
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
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.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
if (.substring(Source, student_extravert3) | 

.substring(Source, student_extravert4) |

.substring(Source, student_hostile1)) {
}
else {

lookAtCamera;
}.

+hitWithObject : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
.wait(1800);
lookAtPaper;
expressSurprise(1);
scratchHead(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 18, Result) 
& Result == 0 & Time < 180 & Time > 65
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(3000));
?leftNeighbor(LeftNeighbor);
?rightNeighbor(RightNeighbor);
if (.substring(LeftNeighbor, none)) {

lookAtRightNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(RightNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(RightNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

if (.substring(RightNeighbor, none)) {
lookAtLefttNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(LeftNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(LeftNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

if (math.random(2) < 1) {
lookAtRightNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(RightNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(RightNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

lookAtLeftNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(LeftNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(LeftNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
}

};
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 9, Result) 
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& Result == 0 & Time > 180 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(3000));
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

lookAt(student_extravert3);
.send(student_extravert3, tell, spokenTo);
.send(student_extravert3, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

lookAt(student_extravert4);
.send(student_extravert4, tell, spokenTo);
.send(student_extravert4, untell, spokenTo);

}
makeRandomDiscussionGesture.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 20 | 
Time == 40 | Time == 70 | Time == 90
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtCamera;
expressSurprise(1);
checkWatch(1);
.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 130 | 
Time == 160 
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtCamera;
expressSurprise(1);
signalStandUp(1);
.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 175
<- .drop_all_intentions;

standUp;
.wait(2000);
standIdle;
-+posture(stand);
+displaced;
changePosZ(0.5);
changePosX(-0.5);
rotate(330);
rotate(330);
lookAt(student_extravert3).

+teacherOrientation(front) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
!originalPosition;
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(best)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
!originalPosition;
expressJoy(1);
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lookAtCamera;
makeRanickiGesture(1, 1).

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(better) | mood(worse)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
!originalPosition;
expressJoy(1);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.send(student_extravert2, tell, creditTaken);
.send(student_extravert2, untell, creditTaken);
.send(student_hostile2, tell, creditTaken);
.send(student_hostile2, untell, creditTaken);
pointAtSelf(1);
.wait(1000);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
pointAtSelf(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(clap) : mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(50);
!originalPosition;
expressJoy(1);
lookAtCamera;
wave(1, 1).

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
expressJoy(1);
lookAtCamera;
shakeFinger(1).

+teacherGesture(holdEars) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
scratchHead(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera;
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expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

+teacherGesture(holdEars) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
!originalPosition;
expressSurprise(1);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
makeThinkingGesture(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera;
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

@label1[atomic]
+!modifyContentment(X) : true

<- ?contentment(C);
iactions.sum(C, X, Result);
-+contentment(Result);
.print("contentment changed by ", X).

+contentment(C) : C < 0
<- -+contentment(0).

+contentment(C) : C > 100
<- -+contentment(100).

@label2[atomic]
+!originalPosition : true

<- if (displaced) {
changePosZ(-0.5);
changePosX(0.5);
rotate(180);
rotate(180);
sitDown;
.wait(2000);
sitIdle;
-+posture(sit);
-displaced;

}.
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C6   student_extravert2.asl
/* Initial beliefs and rules */

posture(sit).
otherStudents(L) :- 

.my_name(M) &

.all_names(A) &

.difference(A, [M, teacher, initializer], L).
contentment(0).
mood(best) :-

contentment(C) &
C > 75.

mood(better) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 75 &
C > 50.

mood(worse) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 50 &
C > 25.

mood(worst) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 25.

/* Initial goals */

/* Plans */

+!initialize : true 
<- initialize(Student);

.send(initializer, tell, initialized).
+!getNeighborInfo : true

<- getNeighborInfo.

+spokenTo[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
expressJoy(1);
.wait(1000);
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+creditTaken[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(500);
expressJoy(1);
lookAt(Source);
shakeFinger(1);
.wait(1000);
pointAtSelf(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.
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+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 22, Result) 
& Result == 0 & Time < 175 & Time > 60
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(3000));
?leftNeighbor(LeftNeighbor);
?rightNeighbor(RightNeighbor);
if (.substring(LeftNeighbor, none)) {

lookAtRightNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(RightNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(RightNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

if (.substring(RightNeighbor, none)) {
lookAtLefttNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(LeftNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(LeftNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

if (math.random(2) < 1) {
lookAtRightNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(RightNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(RightNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

lookAtLeftNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(LeftNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(LeftNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
}

};
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 8, Result) 
& Result == 0 & Time > 180
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(5000));
?leftNeighbor(LeftNeighbor);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.send(LeftNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(LeftNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 25
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(5000));
lookAtCamera;
expressSurprise(1);
signalStandUp(1);
.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 38
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(5000));
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lookAtCamera;
expressSurprise(1);
scratchHead(1);
.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

+teacherOrientation(front) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherOrientation(back) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(2000));
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtPaper;
sitWriting.

+teacherGesture(clap) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25).
+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(best) | mood(better)

<- .drop_all_intentions;
iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : true
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result).
+teacherGesture(holdEars) : true

<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result).

@label1[atomic]
+!modifyContentment(X) : true

<- ?contentment(C);
iactions.sum(C, X, Result);
-+contentment(Result);
.print("contentment changed by ", X).

+contentment(C) : C < 0
<- -+contentment(0).

+contentment(C) : C > 100
<- -+contentment(100).
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C7   student_extravert3.asl
/* Initial beliefs and rules */

posture(sit).
otherStudents(L) :- 

.my_name(M) &

.all_names(A) &

.difference(A, [M, teacher, initializer], L).
contentment(100).
mood(best) :-

contentment(C) &
C > 75.

mood(better) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 75 &
C > 50.

mood(worse) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 50 &
C > 25.

mood(worst) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 25.

/* Initial goals */

/* Plans */

+!initialize : true 
<- initialize(Student);

.send(initializer, tell, initialized).
+!getNeighborInfo : true

<- getNeighborInfo.

+spokenTo[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
expressJoy(1);
.wait(1000);
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+toldSecret[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAt(Source);
.wait(1500);
lookAt(student_timid);
expressJoy(1);
.wait(3500);
lookAtCamera.
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+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 12, Result) 
& Result == 0 & Time < 180 & Time > 60
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(5000));
?leftNeighbor(LeftNeighbor);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.send(LeftNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(LeftNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 12, Result) 
& Result == 0 & Time > 180
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(5000));
?leftNeighbor(LeftNeighbor);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.send(LeftNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(LeftNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

lookAt(student_extravert1);
.send(student_extravert1, tell, spokenTo);
.send(student_extravert1, untell, spokenTo);

}
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 45
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtCamera;
expressSurprise(1);
checkWatch(1);
.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 30
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtRightNeighbor;
expressSurprise(1);
.wait(1000);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
.wait(1000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 15
<- .drop_all_intentions;

expressSurprise(1);
lookAtLeftNeighbor;
scratchHead(1);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera;
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1).

+teacherOrientation(front) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
expressNeutrality(1);
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expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(clap) : true
<- !modifyContentment(25).

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : true
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result).
+teacherGesture(holdEars) : mood(better) | mood(best)

<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result).

+teacherGesture(holdEars) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result).

@label1[atomic]
+!modifyContentment(X) : true

<- ?contentment(C);
iactions.sum(C, X, Result);
-+contentment(Result);
.print("contentment changed by ", X).

+contentment(C) : C < 0
<- -+contentment(0).

+contentment(C) : C > 100
<- -+contentment(100).
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C8   student_extravert4.asl
/* Initial beliefs and rules */

posture(sit).
otherStudents(L) :- 

.my_name(M) &

.all_names(A) &

.difference(A, [M, teacher, initializer], L).
contentment(100).
mood(best) :-

contentment(C) &
C > 75.

mood(better) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 75 &
C > 50.

mood(worse) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 50 &
C > 25.

mood(worst) :-
contentment(C) &
C <= 25.

/* Initial goals */

/* Plans */

+!initialize : true 
<- initialize(Student);

.send(initializer, tell, initialized).
+!getNeighborInfo : true

<- getNeighborInfo.

+spokenTo[source(Source)] : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
.wait(500);
lookAt(Source);
expressJoy(1);
.wait(1000);
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.wait(2000);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 15, Result) 
& Result == 0 & Time < 180 & Time > 60
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(5000));
?rightNeighbor(RightNeighbor);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
.send(RightNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(RightNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.
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+teacherInactive(Time) : iactions.modulo(Time, 12, Result) 
& Result == 0 & Time > 180
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(5000));
?rightNeighbor(RightNeighbor);
if (math.random(2) < 1) {

lookAtRightNeighbor;
.send(RightNeighbor, tell, spokenTo);
.send(RightNeighbor, untell, spokenTo);

}
else {

lookAt(student_extravert1);
.send(student_extravert1, tell, spokenTo);
.send(student_extravert1, untell, spokenTo);

}
makeRandomDiscussionGesture;
.wait(3000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 49 | Time == 122
<- .drop_all_intentions;

lookAtCamera;
expressSurprise(1);
wave(1, 1);
.wait(2000);
signalStandUp(1);
.wait(2000);
expressFear(1);
expressFear(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherInactive(Time) : Time == 18
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(5000));
?rightNeighbor(RightNeighbor);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
expressSurprise(1);
makeRanickiGesture(1, 1);
.wait(3000);
expressFear(1);
expressFear(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherOrientation(front) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

!modifyContentment(25);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherOrientation(back) : true
<- .drop_all_intentions;

.wait(math.random(2000));
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtPaper;
sitWriting.

+teacherGesture(clap) : true
<- !modifyContentment(25).

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(best) | mood(better)
<- .drop_all_intentions;
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iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(silence) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- .drop_all_intentions;

iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
expressNeutrality(1);
expressNeutrality(1);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(wagFinger) : true
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result).
+teacherGesture(holdEars) : mood(better) | mood(best)

<- .drop_all_intentions;
iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);
!modifyContentment(Result);
lookAtRightNeighbor;
.send(student_extravert3, tell, toldSecret);
.send(student_extravert3, untell, toldSecret);
expressJoy(1);
.wait(500);
makeRanickiGesture(2, 1);
.wait(2000);
lookAt(student_timid);
.wait(2000);
lookAtCamera.

+teacherGesture(holdEars) : mood(worse) | mood(worst)
<- iactions.unaryMinus(25, Result);

!modifyContentment(Result).

@label1[atomic]
+!modifyContentment(X) : true

<- ?contentment(C);
iactions.sum(C, X, Result);
-+contentment(Result);
.print("contentment changed by ", X).

+contentment(C) : C < 0
<- -+contentment(0).

+contentment(C) : C > 100
<- -+contentment(100).
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D1   Information given in the evaluation experiment

Figure 1: The system set-up
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Scenario 1 – information
Duration: 5 minutes

In front of you will be a screen showing a classroom with students. Your objective in this scenario is 
to simply stand in front of the screen and observe the students without acting. The scenario is meant 
to show how a class could behave if the teacher is not doing anything for some period of time. After 
you have observed the students for 5 minutes you will be asked to fill in a questionnaire about your 
experience. Your focus should be on the behaviour of the students so try to look past any graphical 
shortcomings.
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Scenario 2 – information
Duration: 2-3 minutes

In front of you will be a screen showing a classroom with students. Your objective in this scenario is 
to stand in front of the screen and communicate with the students using gestures. Your gestures are 
captured using a Microsoft Kinect sensor. Make slow and exaggerated motions so that the Kinect 
can track them easier. Figure 2 to 7 show gestures that we know to have some effect on the students. 
After 2-3 minutes you will be asked to fill in a questionnaire about your experience. Your focus 
should be on the behaviour of the students so try to look past any graphical shortcomings.

Your job is to keep the students' attention!

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4

Figure 5
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Figure 6

Figure 7
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D2   Questionnaire for the first scenario

Questionnaire about your experience with the virtual classroom
Gender: Male Female

Age:         

Past experience with teaching: Yes No

Past experience with a motion capture system: Yes No

Scenario 1 – the teacher does nothing
1. How realistic did you find the behaviour of the students?

1. Not realistic at all

2.

3. Quite realistic

4.

5. Very realistic

2. To what extent did you feel noticed by the students at the beginning of the scenario?
1. I didn't feel noticed at all

2.

3. I felt quite noticed

4.

5. I felt very noticed

3. To what extent did you feel noticed by the students at the end of the scenario?
1. I didn't feel noticed at all

2.

3. I felt quite noticed

4.

5. I felt very noticed

4. How diverse did you find the behaviour between the students?

1. Not diverse at all

2.

3. Quite diverse

4.

5. Very diverse

5. How diverse did you find the behaviour in one student?

1. Not diverse at all

2.

3. Quite diverse
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4.

5. Very diverse

6. In the classroom, the following personalities were represented: Nervous (N), Extravert (E), 
Hostile (H) and Timid (T), some of which occur more than once. After watching the 
scenario play out, fill in the boxes below with the letters (N, E, H and T) in accordance with 
what personality you believe correspond to each of the eight students. Only one letter goes 
into each box. Write '?' if you don't remember.

7. What feelings best describe your time with the students? More than one can be chosen. The 
numbers indicate the intensity of the feeling, with 5 being the most intense. During the 
scenario I felt...

      Stressed 1 2 3 4 5

      Frustrated 1 2 3 4 5

      Amused 1 2 3 4 5

      Bored 1 2 3 4 5

      Angry 1 2 3 4 5

      Influential 1 2 3 4 5

      Powerless 1 2 3 4 5

      Uncomfortable 1 2 3 4 5     

      Encouraged 1 2 3 4 5

      Disliked 1 2 3 4 5

Other:

      _____________ 1 2 3 4 5

      _____________ 1 2 3 4 5

      _____________ 1 2 3 4 5

      _____________ 1 2 3 4 5

8. Here you may motivate your answer from question 7. Why did you feel the way you did? 
(Optional)

Teacher
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Here you may write down your own thoughts about the scenario. Did you find anything 
particularly interesting? (Optional)

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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D3  Questionnaire for the second scenario

Scenario 2 – the teacher acts
1. How realistic did you find the behaviour of the students?

1. Not realistic at all

2.

3. Quite realistic

4.

5. Very realistic

2. How realistic did you find the responses from the students to your actions?

1. Not realistic at all

2.

3. Quite realistic

4.

5. Very  realistic

3. How realistic did you find the reaction time of the students to your actions?

1. Not realistic at all

2.

3. Quite realistic

4.

5. Very  realistic

4. To what extent did you feel noticed by the students at the beginning of the scenario?
1. I didn't feel noticed at all

2.

3. I felt quite noticed

4.

5. I felt very noticed

5. To what extent did you feel noticed by the students at the end of the scenario?
1. I didn't feel noticed at all

2.

3. I felt quite noticed

4.

5. I felt very noticed

6. How distinguishable did you find the different personalities of the students?

1. It was hard to distinguish the different personalities
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2.

3. It was quite easy to distinguish the different personalities

4.

5. It was very easy to distinguish the different personalities

7. How diverse did you find the behaviour between the students?

1. Not diverse at all

2.

3. Quite diverse

4.

5. Very diverse

8. How diverse did you find the behaviour in one student?

1. Not diverse at all

2.

3. Quite diverse

4.

5. Very diverse

9. What feelings best describe your time with the students? More than one can be chosen. The 
numbers indicate the intensity of the feeling, with 5 being the most intense. During the 
scenario I felt...

      Stressed 1 2 3 4 5

      Frustrated 1 2 3 4 5

      Amused 1 2 3 4 5

      Bored 1 2 3 4 5

      Angry 1 2 3 4 5

      Influential 1 2 3 4 5

      Powerless 1 2 3 4 5

      Uncomfortable 1 2 3 4 5     

      Encouraged 1 2 3 4 5

      Disliked 1 2 3 4 5

Other:

      _____________ 1 2 3 4 5

      _____________ 1 2 3 4 5

      _____________ 1 2 3 4 5

      _____________ 1 2 3 4 5

10. Here you may motivate your answer from question 9. Why did you feel the way you did? 
(Optional)
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Here you may write down your own thoughts about the scenario. Did you find anything 
particularly interesting? (Optional)

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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E   Questionnaire results
Male = 0, Female = 1
No = 0, Yes = 1

Subject 16 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 30
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 0

Realistic behaviour 1
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 5
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 1

H T T E
T E T H

Amused 5
Influential 3
Encouraged 3
Disliked 4
In control 5

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“I felt like I was the observer and in full control of 
the situation. Also, some students expressed 
some annoyance with my inactivity which gave 
me a sense of power and control.” 

“I was surprised by the lack of social interaction 
among the students. I would assume that they 
would form groups to discuss the new situation. 
Especially I would expect more discussion 
between the two girls. Also I would expect more 
activity from the students leaving their places, 
that they would mingle more freely.”
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Subject 16 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 1
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 1
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 5
Distinguishable personalities 3
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 1

Stressed 3
Frustrated 1
Powerless 3
Uncomfortable 3

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“I found the students very passive. Most of them 
did not do much. I found it difficult to elicit a 
reaction in many students.”

“I mostly noticed the student in the top left 
corner. He was very expressive by standing up 
and surprisingly obedient by sitting down 
immediately. I hardly noticed the grumpy guy in 
the top right corner on the other hand. The girls 
were still very passive and not chatty at all.”
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Subject 15 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 29
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 0

Realistic behaviour 4
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 4
Diversity between students 2
Diversity in one student 2

N H T H
H N H T

Stressed 3
Frustrated 3
Amused 4
Bored 2
Angry 1
Powerless 2
Uncomfortable 2
Encouraged 4
Disliked 3

Motivate feelings ---

Other comments

“It was not easy to understand the relation 
between the motions of students and the teacher 
not doing anything. The reactions were normal 
and realistic, but I am not sure that they were the 
correct reactions in this situation. If I was there I 
would leave the class. (Why were the number of 
boys more than the number of girls?)”
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Subject 15 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 3
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 4
Noticed at beginning 4
Noticed at the end 3
Distinguishable personalities 4
Diversity between students 4
Diversity in one student 2

Stressed 4
Frustrated 3
Amused 3
Bored 2
Angry 1
Influential 3
Powerless 4
Uncomfortable 3
Encouraged 3
Disliked 4

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“I wasn't successful in attracting the students. 
Some of them looked bored and some were 
unhappy and nagging.”
“The behaviours of each student were 
distinguishable, but it was not that much different 
for different actions. I couldn't recognize a 
specific reaction to a specific action from me. 
(This time the number of girls was much smaller 
than the number of boys)”
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Subject 14 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 4
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 3
Diversity between students 2
Diversity in one student 1

H N T E
T H N T

Frustrated 2
Bored 4
Uncomfortable 4

Motivate feelings
Other comments ---

“It was slightly boring since I had to remain in 
position and the students' behaviour was just a 
repetition of some scripted motions.”

Subject 14 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 2
Realistic response 2
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 3
Distinguishable personalities 2
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 2

Frustrated 2
Influential 3
Powerless 1

Motivate feelings
Other comments ---

“Since I am not very familiar with the system it 
was difficult to perform the motions correctly. 
Moreover I have observed similar reactions for 
different motions. However from time to time it 
looked like the students were able to perceive my 
intention.
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Subject 13 – Scenario 1

Gender 1
Age 29
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 5
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 1
Diversity between students 5
Diversity in one student 3

H H H T
N H E T

Frustrated 4
Powerless 4
Encouraged 4

Motivate feelings
Other comments ---

“I could not talk or show any feeling to them. I 
would like to interact with them to make them and 
myself less frustrated.”

Subject 13 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 5
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 3
Distinguishable personalities 3
Diversity between students 5
Diversity in one student 3

Stressed 4
Amused 4
Encouraged 4

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“There were different possible gestures to try out 
and see what influenced the students the most, 
of course technical difficulties takes focus away 
from being very reactive to the students' 
characteristics.”
“It was a very interesting experience, you feel 
quite noticed and influential at the end.”
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Subject 12 – Scenario 1

Gender 1
Age 26
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 4
Diversity between students 4
Diversity in one student 3

H T E E
N H T T

Stressed 2
Frustrated 2
Amused 2
Bored 1
Angry 1
Influential 4
Powerless 2
Uncomfortable 3
Encouraged 3
Disliked 5

Other Curious 5

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“It felt like I was testing the students to see their 
reaction and whether it would escalate with time. 
Especially the one noticeably hostile student's 
behaviour.”
“I thought it took quite a long time for the 
students to start interacting and talking to teach 
other, in my experience the teacher need to 
somehow capture the students' attention, unlike 
here, where they noticed me from the start.”
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Subject 12 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 3
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 2
Noticed at beginning 4
Noticed at the end 5
Distinguishable personalities 3
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 2

Stressed 2
Frustrated 1
Amused 4
Bored 1
Angry 1
Influential 4
Powerless 2
Uncomfortable 2
Encouraged 3
Disliked 4

Other Curious 4

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“It was interesting to try out different combinations 
of gestures, and what results I would get from the 
students. I found myself trying to provoke the 
clearly hostile students, attempting to get a 
reaction. I was quite impressed by how quickly I 
gained their attention when raising my arm.
“How some of the students seemed to react in a 
negative way when I was 'complimenting' them. 
Also that only a few would start taking notes when I 
was 'writing on the board'. Those diverse 
behaviours brought realism to the scenario for me.
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Subject 11 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 40
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 0

Realistic behaviour 2
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 2
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 2

N E T N
H H T H

Stressed 2
Frustrated 2
Amused 1
Bored 3
Angry 2
Influential 3
Powerless 3
Uncomfortable 4
Encouraged 3
Disliked 4

Other Motivated 1

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“I felt in such a class I would be stressed and I 
would not have motivation to continue. It would 
be boring if the students acted in such a way.”
“The scenario is a little bit exaggerated 
compared to reality. If they are university 
students the usually get bored but they don't 
usually act the way it was shown in this 
scenario.”
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Subject 11 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 2
Realistic response 1
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 4
Noticed at the end 4
Distinguishable personalities 4
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 2

Stressed 3
Frustrated 3
Amused 2
Bored 3
Angry 2
Influential 3
Powerless 2
Uncomfortable 4
Encouraged 3
Disliked 4

Motivate feelings ---
Other comments ---
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Subject 10 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 47
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 2
Diversity between students 2
Diversity in one student 3

H ? ? ?
T E ? N

Stressed 2
Frustrated 2
Amused 2
Bored 3
Angry 1
Influential 1
Powerless 4
Uncomfortable 2
Encouraged 2
Disliked 3

Motivate feelings ---

Other comments

“The students didn't have mobile phones. In a 
classroom today, they would have picked up 
their mobile phones. No sound draws down 
realism.”
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Subject 10 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 2
Realistic response 2
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 4
Noticed at the end 3
Distinguishable personalities 2
Diversity between students 2
Diversity in one student 3

Stressed 1
Frustrated 1
Amused 2
Bored 2
Angry 1
Influential 3
Powerless 1
Uncomfortable 1
Encouraged 2
Disliked 1

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“If I actually had to do something (talk about a 
subject), the students' reactions would have been 
more important. Also, the lack of sound made it 
harder to understand the students.
“I found it fairly difficult to actually understand 
their 'feelings'.”
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Subject 9 – Scenario 1

Gender 1
Age 32
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 4
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 3
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 2

E E T E
E N T T

Other Attentive 5

Motivate feelings
Other comments ---

“The situation was not really realistic for me 
because I did not have to react. I was only 
paying attention to what the students were 
doing.”

Subject 9 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 4
Realistic response 4
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 5
Distinguishable personalities 4
Diversity between students 4
Diversity in one student 2

Influential 3
Other Comfortable 4

Secure 4

Motivate feelings
Other comments ---

“It was positive that the students were reacting to 
my motions. This was a quite normal situation for a 
teacher and the students reacted well. So I felt my 
influence a lot and did not get stressed.”
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Subject 8 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 60
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 2
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 2
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 2

N N E T
T E H T

Stressed 2
Frustrated 2
Amused 4
Bored 3
Angry 1
Influential 2
Powerless 3
Uncomfortable 2
Encouraged 2
Disliked 3

Motivate feelings “I was told to do nothing, just watch.”

Other comments

“The students were quite passive. They waited a 
long time (for me?). It took quite a long time 
before they ignored me and started talking to 
each other.”
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Subject 8 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 2
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 2
Distinguishable personalities 3
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 2

Stressed 1
Frustrated 2
Amused 4
Bored 2
Angry 1
Influential 3
Powerless 2
Uncomfortable 1
Encouraged 3
Disliked 2

Motivate feelings “Some of the students responded (but slowly).”
Other comments “General feeling of delay in the reactions.”
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Subject 7 – Scenario 1

Gender 1
Age 34
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 0

Realistic behaviour 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 3
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 3

N T T E
E N H T

Stressed 1
Frustrated 1
Amused 3
Bored 1
Angry 1
Influential 1
Powerless 1
Uncomfortable 1
Encouraged 3
Disliked 2

Other Curious 4

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“I was more curious to see more different 
reactions from the students. Furthermore, the 
quiet class brought about a strange feeling for 
me.”
“I was expecting more intense reactions from the 
students, specifically at the end when one of the 
students stands up. I was expecting at least one 
other student to follow him or leave the class.”
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Subject 7 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 3
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 5
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 5
Distinguishable personalities 1
Diversity between students 1
Diversity in one student 3

Stressed 3
Frustrated 2
Amused 2
Bored 1
Angry 1
Influential 3
Powerless 1
Uncomfortable 3
Encouraged 4
Disliked 2

Other Curious

Motivate feelings
Other comments ---

“I was still curious about the students' reactions as 
I was not sure if I used suitable actions. I mean I 
am not sure if my actions hinder them to ask their 
questions and if it is so, they might have different 
reactions.”
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Subject 6 – Scenario 1

Gender 1
Age 36
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 2
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 1
Diversity between students 2
Diversity in one student 1

H T T T
H H N E

Amused 3
Bored 5
Disliked 2

Other Restless

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“The agents are too similar – no woman, no one 
with long hair, all look the same.”
“When it looked like two agents interacted with 
each other.”

Subject 6 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 3
Realistic response 2
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 3
Distinguishable personalities 3
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 1

Amused 4
Influential 4

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“I liked the ability to “silence” the students or rather 
to get their attention.”
“It was not evident what the gestures of the 
students were trying to communicate. It would be 
interesting if they would repeat my gestures.”
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Subject 5 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 34
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 3
Noticed at beginning 4
Noticed at the end 2
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 3

H T T N
H E N H

Amused 2
Powerless 4
Disliked 3

Motivate feelings “Because I could not interact with the students.”
Other comments ---

Subject 5 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 3
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 4
Noticed at beginning 2
Noticed at the end 3
Distinguishable personalities 1
Diversity between students 2
Diversity in one student 3

Amused 3
Influential 4

Motivate feelings “More control, more influential.”

Other comments

“For questions 6 and 7, I might have focused more 
on my own movements, other than on the 
students.”
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Subject 4 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 47
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 0

Realistic behaviour 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 1
Diversity between students 2
Diversity in one student 3

? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?

Stressed 2
Frustrated 3
Amused 4
Bored 3
Angry 3
Influential 3
Powerless 3
Uncomfortable 2
Encouraged 3
Disliked 4

Motivate feelings

Other comments

“Saw myself mostly as a 'spectator' in a predefined 
situation, it didn't affect me that much.”
“What I took most notice to was the overall 
development rather than the individual students. I 
noticed that they tried to gain the teacher's 
attention at the beginning and later started to talk to 
the “closest neighbour” and at the end started a 
common discussion in the group of students.”
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Subject 4 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 2
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 2
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 3
Distinguishable personalities 1
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 4

Stressed 2
Frustrated 4
Amused 3
Bored 3
Angry 3
Influential 2
Powerless 2
Uncomfortable 3
Encouraged 3
Disliked 4

Motivate feelings
Other comments ---

“It was quite hard to know what the different 
gestures were supposed to symbolise, for example 
to turn your back to the students to write on the 
board. However, I noticed that one of the students 
was upset by this gesture so the best choice was 
to face the students.”
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Subject 3 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 32
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 3
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 3
Diversity between students 4
Diversity in one student 2

N H ? ?
? ? E ?

Frustrated 2
Bored 2
Uncomfortable 3
Disliked 4

Motivate feelings ---

Other comments

“The overall behaviour of the class was a little 
different from what I expected to see. A little 
strange is that some students looked angry from 
the very beginning.”

Subject 3 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 4
Realistic response 5
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 5
Distinguishable personalities 3
Diversity between students 4
Diversity in one student 2

Amused 4
Influential 4
Encouraged 5

Motivate feelings
Other comments “It was interesting to keep their attention.”

“It was fun. I could continue to play if the students 
would be able to express more complex 
behaviours.”
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Subject 2 – Scenario 1

Gender 0
Age 37
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 0

Realistic behaviour 3
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 2
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 4

E T T T
N E T H

Stressed 1
Frustrated 3
Amused 2
Bored 1
Angry 1
Influential 4
Powerless 4
Uncomfortable 3
Encouraged 3
Disliked 3

Motivate feelings “Impossible to act, although I would.”
Other comments

Subject 2 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 2
Realistic response 2
Realistic reaction time 2
Noticed at beginning 3
Noticed at the end 3
Distinguishable personalities 3
Diversity between students 3
Diversity in one student 3

Powerless 3

Motivate feelings “Too few gestures to keep their attention.”
Other comments ---
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Subject 1 – Scenario 1

Gender 1
Age 45
Past experience with teaching 1
Past experience with a motion capture system 1

Realistic behaviour 3
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 2
Diversity between students 5
Diversity in one student 3

H ? ? ?
N H ? T

Stressed 4
Frustrated 2
Amused 2
Bored 3
Angry 2
Influential 1
Powerless 1
Uncomfortable 4
Encouraged 2
Disliked 3

Motivate feelings ---
Other comments ---

Subject 1 – Scenario 2

Realistic behaviour 3
Realistic response 3
Realistic reaction time 3
Noticed at beginning 5
Noticed at the end 5
Distinguishable personalities 5
Diversity between students 5
Diversity in one student 3

Stressed 2
Frustrated 1
Amused 3
Bored 2
Angry 2
Influential 5
Powerless 1
Uncomfortable 2
Encouraged 4
Disliked 1

Motivate feelings
Other comments ---
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